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EMENS 
LE-AN-HOUR HEATER, 

AZZA 
FFORTLESS HOME RUN SWING, 

AND HE GAVE YOU, WELL, HE GAVE YOU 

50 YOU GOT ROBBED IN THE GOD-GIVEN-TALENT DEPARTMENT. BUT DON’T LET 

THAT STOP YOU. YOU HAVE PLAYSTATION'S 3D REALISM THAT DELIVERS ALL’ THE 

PRESSURE AND INTENSITY OF PLAYING IN THE BIG SHOW. YOU CAN TAKE THE 

FIELD IN ALL 28 STADIUMS. IN ARCADE OR SIMULATION MODE. AND EXPERIENCE 

EVERY ANGLE OF THE GAME FROM THE MOST DYNAMIC PERSPECTIVES. YOU'RE UP 

AGAINST 700 BIG LEAGUERS PLAYING TO THEIR REAL ABILITIES BASED ON 

THEIR ACTUAL STATS. $0 YOU GET TO WHIFF ON SLIDERS. 

PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. U R NOT E is a trademark of Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc. The Major 

League Club insignias depicted on this product are trademarks which are the exclusive property of the respective Major League Clubs and may not be reproduced with- 

out their written consent. Major League Baseball trademarks and copyrights are used with permission of Major League Baseball Properties, Inc. Official Licensee - Major 



HIS UNCONDITIONAL LOVE. I” LI THAT ENOUGH? 

CORKSCREW YOURSELF INTO THE GROUND ON KNUCKLERS. 

AND HIT PATHETIC NUBBERS OFF SPLIT-FINGERED FAST- 

PlayStation BALLS. THEN YOU TAKE THE HILL AGAINST STICKS LIKE 
y 

D AND , 

WHO'LL SEND YOU PACKING ON THE FIRST BUS BACK TO 

PAWTUCKET. YOU CAN EVEN TRACK YOUR EMBARRASSING 

STATS OVER THE ENTIRE SEASON. BUT NO MATTER HOW 

MANY TIMES YOU TAKE A CALLED THIRD STRIKE, NO 

MATTER HOW MANY OF YOUR HANGING CURVES ARE JACKED 

INTO THE NEXT ZIP CODE, ALWAYS REMEMBER: YOU'RE 

STILL LOVED. AND THAT'S ALL THAT'S IMPORTANT. 

тызан we 

PlayStation... 

League Baseball Player Association. Logo © MLBPA MSA. Developed by Sony Interactive Studios America. © 1996 Sony Interactive Entertainment Inc. Call 1-800- 

771-3772 for information on Game Ratings. For game hints call 1-900-933-SONY (7669). The charge is $.95 per minute (avg. length of call 4 тіп.). Callers under the 

age of 18 must get parental permission to call. Touch-tone phone is required. Available 24 hours а day/7 days a week. U.S. only. http://www.sony.com. 



The knight's a pathological liar. 

Rapunzel's schizophrenic. 

Ала Cheech is blazing again. 

Forget the sword. Bring a psychiatrist. 



ара SAP The pursuit of 

the crown in the 

King’s Tournament will have you seeing 

Stare all right. Blazing Dragons” —a 

à eee 

“ў Warped medieval adventure boasting 

@ freakish mix of voice-over talents 

Z like Cheech Marin, Harry Shearer 

and Jessica Hahn—spills from the 

twisted mind of Monty Python Troupe 

member Terry Jones. And between 

the wicked, kitty-hurling villains and 

brain-liquifying puzzles, your grip on 

reality (not to mention self-respect) 

will be seriously tested. 

Available on Sega Saturn" and the PlayStation" game console. 

ne rating information жа " = 
SS of esq 

DYNAMICS 



ony has a new mascot in the name of Crash Bandicoot, Mindscape is rumored to be working on a Marvel 2099 game 
although in our opinion, they could have used Hermie that will feature all of Marvel's most popular comic book heroes. 

=" Hopperhead. Hermie is a great game that should already In this issue, we preview Iron Man/X-O Manowar in Heavy Metal, 
be out over here. The game plays better than any Mario Bros. a comic-turned-game that will be out for the PS in June. Another 

adventure, but politics is keeping Hermie out of the limelight title is X-Men: Children of the Atom, which is expected from 

and out of the hands of North American gamers. Acclaim in September. 

Don't despair PlayStation users, there are plenty of great There will be a steady flow of top-notch games with close to 

games coming your way, including a number of games 300 titles in development; many of these are slated to come out 

featuring your favorite Marvel superhero characters. this Christmas. Sony has had to put the brakes on some compa- 

nies' gaming projects in order to stem the flow of games. They 

are separating the wheat from the chaff, despite the fact that 

there are plenty of high-quality titles in the works. Crystal 

Dynamics is leading the pack with Pandemonium, a top-secret 

game that will give even Crash Bandicoot a run for its money. 

This game looks so cool, people who haven't yet bought a 

PlayStation will be slamming their piggy banks on the floor, 

grabbing their cash and buying a PlayStation just to play 

this game. With the Nintendo 64 waiting in the wings and 

a number of big questions still to be answered for both 

gamers and third-party licensees, Sony should be able 

to take advantage of the situation and increase their 

lead over Sega and Nintendo. 

Todd Mowatt 
Editor in Chief 
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Frank demanded motion captured fielding and computer-rendered p Bacay 

before he would unleash his home run power! ა 

CALL 1-800-771-3772 FOR INFORMATION ON GAME RATING. Big Hurt is а registered trademark of Frank Thomas and licensed for use to Big Hurt 

DOS = 3» Enterprises, Inc. Unauthorized use is strictly prohibited. Big Hurt Enterprises has granted a limited license to Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. Officially licensed 
799 & by the Major League Baseball Players Association MLBPA Logo © MLBPA MSA. PlayStation & the “ 8. " logo are trademarks of Sony Computer 

E =>. CD-ROM = Entertainment Inc. Sega and Saturn are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. All rights reserved. Acclaim is a division and registered trademark of Acclaim 
PlayStation SEGA SATURN Entertainment, Inc. © 1996 Acclaim Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved, Screen shots shown are taken from the PlayStation version of the video game. 
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Фаг 
Will there be any comic 

book conversions being 
made into PS games? As a 
fanatic of fighting games, 
X-Men and Marvel conver- 
sions have brought me to 
ask this important question. 
Jose Luis 
Abilene, TX 

That’s a very good ques- 
tion. We just got back from a 
tour of Mindscape, which is 
hard at work on Marvel 2099. 
This game will feature over 
40 of Marvel's top superhero 
characters and will be out 
this Christmas for the 
PlayStation. Acclaim is also 
working on Iron Man/ 
X-O Manowar in Heavy 
Metal and X-Men. While 
others are erroneously 
reporting this game will be 
out in May, it has been 
pushed back until at least 
June. Comic book fans will 
be delighted by the number 
of comic book characters 
that will be making their 
way to the PS this year. A 
number of other companies 
are currently negotiating 
licenses to bring more of 
your favorite comic book 
characters to life on the 
PlayStation. As the popularity 
of the system grows, so 
will the number of comic 
book licenses. 

Exit 

Load 

Save 

>>>” 

Options 

Controller 

Play Robotron 
Play Defender 

Play Defender ІІ 

Play Sinistar 

Play Bubbles 

“Comic рой fans "m be delighted by the number 

of comic book character games coming to the PS: 

Dear PSX, 
| love the PlayStation. 

It's without a doubt the best 
game system that money 
can buy. | support the PS 
100 percent. When this sys- 
tem first came out, | was not 
sure if | should buy the N64 
when it comes out or buy the 
PS. І chose the PS and І am 
very happy with my decision. 
The only thing that troubles 
me is: Why a 32-Bit system? 
Why not make it 64-Bit? My 
second question: | have 
heard Time Warner/Williams 
is planning to make Area 51 
for the PS; if this is true, 
when will it come out? 
Luke McClellan 
Memphis, TN 

We're glad to hear that you 
are having a blast with your 
PlayStation, and you’ve 
come to the right place to get 
your questions answered, 
and for all of the latest and 
greatest information on the 
system. As you are probably 
well aware, CD-ROM-based 
technologies are in the early 
stages of development. As a 
storage medium for games 
and movies, there is still a lot 
that has to be improved 
upon. Sony and Panasonic, 
along with Philips, have been 
working on the new DVD 
standard that should make 
this medium for gaming and 
other uses stronger. At the 
time Sony must have thought 
that a 32-Bit CD-ROM-based 
system was the way to go. 
Maybe the PlayStation 2, a 
system that is supposedly 
going to have 64-Bit capabili- 
ties as well as a built-in DVD 
player, will elevate gameplay 
and excitement to the next 
level. However, such a 
system is still several years 
away. As for your second 
question, Time Warner was 
purchased by Williams 
Entertainment. Not a lot is 
known about what properties 
Williams intends to use. Area 
51 is a very popular game 
that will probably make its 
way onto the PlayStation 
either this Christmas or early 
next year according to our 
sources, but there is no 
official word yet. 

P.S.X. 10 

Dear РУХ, 
| think it’s great that 

Williams came out with 
Arcade Classics. My 
favorite arcade game is 
Wizards of Wor by Midway. 
Do you know if Midway 
will sell the rights to Sony, 
or if there is a demand for 
this game? 
Mark Wilkins 
Troy, МІ 

Arcade Classics is indeed 
a great collection of old 
games. Williams intends 
to bring out a number of 
arcade classics disks. 
We're even hearing that a 
Mortal Kombat Trilogy disk 
is being talked about, and 
could be released for the 
PlayStation sometime 
toward the middle of next 
year. As for Wizards of Wor, 
we haven't been able to 
get a definite answer on 
this title. But if old classic 
arcade games are your 
thing, be assured that 
Williams didn't recently 
acquire Time Warner, 

formerly known as Tengen 
(Atari coin-op), just to get 
more warehouse space. 
They have a plan, and 
we'll fill you in when we 
find out what Williams 
has in store. 



у even blink, Baron Dark's 
| diabolical dream will 

КЕ annihilate your world. 

esr And the human race is 
= looking to youto reclaim 

the powerful 

Lightstar Crystal. 
Not to mention his death 

squad of Skeleton Warriors!” 

These guys don't have a 
forgiving bone in 

their bodies, so with 

over 20 levels of 
Æ | grue-some3-D gamage, 

you may lose your mind in a sleepless 

hell. But if you're defeated, it's a sure bet you'll 

be sleeping with the enemy. For eternity. 
eod 

E http://www. playmatestoys.com 

(М) 562-1743 

KIDS TO ADULTS: 

«ў 
WA <> 
ASES? PlayStation. 

SEGA SATURN 
Tris რია seali your 
Assurarco hat hs product 

Skeleton Warriors” and associated trademarks and copyrights are owned by Landmark Entertainment Group and used under license. Ee 
©1996 Landmark Entertainment Group: All Rights Reserved. Sega and Sega Saturn are trademarks of SEGA ENTERPRISES, LTD. All Buy gam 
Rights Reserved. Developed for аша Interactive Entertainment by Neversoft Entertainment.” Neversoft Entertainment is а trade- Valter enon 
mark of JCM Productions, Inc. Play: tation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. with your SEGA System. 



Got а question? Wanna know more about 
anything and everything surrounding your 
favorite video game system? Drop us a line: 
E-mail address: vidcwby@mcs.com 

Dear PSA, 
First off | would like to ი. 

your magazine is awesome 
and you are blowing away 
the competition. While you 
give strategy on the top 
games of the day inside your 
magazine, your competition 
is gouging their readers for 
another $13 for a separate 
strategy guide. | think this 
is very unprofessional and 
very lame. 
Justin Dumars 
Roxbury, MA 

Thank you for the kind 
words, Justin. All | can say is 
that we are trying to give you 
a well-rounded editorial 
package and value for your 
hard-earned dollars. It will 
always be our goal to be first 
with all the new games, the 
latest PlayStation news and 
related information. As for 
the strategy guides, that is 
but one approach to provid- 
ing you with in-depth infor- 
mation. We choose to do this 
for you for one price within 
P.S.X. This is your magazine 
and we want to hear from 
you about our content, 
strategies or anything else. 
If you'd like to reach us with 
any questions or comments, 

ა” M rv 
NC - : 

18T 2:55 

pM ъл Д 

write to us or e-mail me at 
vidcwby 9 mcs.com апа 
l'Il respond to your questions 
or concerns. 

Dear PSX, 
Гата big basketball ki 

апа І am wondering which 
basketball game | should 
buy. | am considering pur- 
chasing NBA Shoot Out from 
Sony or NBA Live '96 from 
EA Sports. Which game is 
better and why? 
Carl Ravich 
St. Petersburg, FL 

This is a difficult question 
to answer as both games 
give great value for your 
money. It is our opinion that 
NBA Live '96 is a better 

,P.S.X. 
Going Postal 

1920 Highland Ave., #222 
Lombard, IL 60148 

“When it comes to eua. games on the PS, NBA 

Live 96 gets the nod as the number-one game so far" 
basketball simulation. It has 
more features and it is a lot 
of fun to play. On the other 
hand, it doesn't look as good 
as NBA Shoot Out, and the 
dunks and animations in 
Shoot Out are very well done 

ша Tet 

and are far superior to NBA 
Live '96. It is our interpreta- 
tion that Michael Jordan, 
Charles Barkley and Magic 
Johnson are in the game 
under pseudonym names 
and without photos. This 
adds a great deal of mystery 
to NBA Live '96 along with 
superior gameplay. 
When it comes to 

basketball games on the 
PlayStation, NBA Live ‘96 
gets the nod as the number- 
one game so far, but if you 
enjoy top-of-the-line NBA 
action, then you should 
give both games a rent first 
and then make your own 
decision. We’ve played 
both games plenty and 
have fun with both, but 
NBA Live is a bit more 
enjoyable. 

Р.5.Х. 12 

Dear PSK, 
How do І go about Mund 

a copy of the cover artwork 
of the March '96 issue 
without the copy and text 
in the way? 
Т. Lapus 
Mo City, TX 

Namco provided us with 
the Tekken 2 artwork off of a 
calendar. Check at your local 
gaming speciality store or 
give Namco a call. We have 
received a lot of positive 
comments about the Tekken 
2 ladies that graced our 
March cover; we're glad you 
enjoyed it as well. 



“боп, I remember 

WA walking through 

кыен "mL I snow 10 feet high 

: just to get to the 

arcade. In those 

days the games were 

only a quarter and 

Duran Duran was always 

on the radio. Me and 

my buddys would play 

until they kicked us 

out, then we would go 

to our favorite pizza 

place"... 
PlayStation 
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Open All Night. 
No Quarters Needed. 

Williams ME 2 sls" : 
Wim Enertainment. Super NES? and GENESIS" versions coming soon. 

Williams® Arcade's Greatest Hits™ ©1996 Williams Entertainment Inc. All rights reserved. Defender ©1980, 1995; Defender I| ©1981, 1995; Joust® ©1982, 1995; Robotron ® 01982,1995; Sinistar ©1982, 1995; 

Bubbles ©1983, 1995 Williams Electronics Games, Inc. All rights reserved. Williams®, Defender®, Joust®, Robotron: 20846, Sinistar& and Bubbles are registered trademarks of Williams Electronics Games Inc. 

Used under license. Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use with the PlayStation Game Console. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. Nintendo 

and the Super Nintendo Entertainment System are registered trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.© 1991 Nintendo of America Inc. Sega and Sega Genesis are trademarks of Sega Enterprises, Ltd. 
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“Dear PSK: 
| would like you to clear 

something up for me. | have 
been hearing about a bunch 
of new games coming from 
Sony; can you tell me what 
new games will be out this 
Christmas? I'm dying to 
know. more about incredibly 
secretive PS titles! 
Josh Smithson 
Roanoke, VA 

That's a great question 
Josh. On the sports side of 
the ball, Sony has made no 
secret that it is working on 
NFL GameDay 2 and NHL 
FaceOff 2. Both of these 
games will be out in time for 
Christmas. Rumor has it both 
titles will ship sometime in 
October to try to beat the 
holiday rush. EA Sports will 
try to beat Sony to market 
with its versions of Madden 
and NHL Hockey for the PS. 
It will be quite a battle, with 
Sony bringing out Twisted 
Metal 2, Warhawk 2 and a 
new underwater adventure 
entitled Aquanaut's Holiday. 
In the same tradition as Ecco 
the Dolphin, you will enter 
the deep and explore sunken 
objects and underwater 
pyramids. This time, 
however, you will be able 
to build corral reefs, 

ა” ს სებგეგბ 
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“Twisted Metal 2, Warhawk 2, Jumping Flash 2 are 
but a few games coming from Sony Interactive! 
by choosing their location, 
size, etc. 

Then there will be Beyond 
the Beyond and Bogey Dead 
6, both of which are pre- 
viewed in this issue. Another 
new game is entitled Jet 
Moto. It will feature sport 
vehicles that are a cross 
between jet skis, a moto- 
cross bike and a rocket. You 
take these vehicles through 
any one of 12 motocross- 
styled race courses. Jumping 
Flash 2 is yet another game 
that will be out later this year. 
We'll know plenty more 
about Sony's surprise games 
after we see what's on their 
plate at E. If you want to get 
a head start on what was at 
Æ, be sure to check out our 
NUKE Web site at 
www.nuke.com or the next 
exciting issue of P.S.X. 

Dear PSX, 
My favorite game on the 

PS is Doom. | would like to 
know if there are going to be 
any more games of this 
nature, such as Dark Forces, 
Hexen, Heretic or any 
other Doom-type games? 
Ben Keller 
Hickory, NC 

Rumor has it that Williams 
is working on a second 
version of Doom for the 
PlayStation that is due 
out this Christmas. GT 
Interactive is also very busy 
working on Hexen and 
another awesome PC title 
that we have been sworn 
to secrecy not to reveal yet. 

But we will have it exclusive- 
ly so watch for it in an 
upcoming issue. 

The final part of your 
question dealt with Dark 
Forces and yes, LucasArts 
is readying a PlayStation 
version as we speak. We 
managed to get a single 
picture of the game to give 
you a feel for what it is really 
going to look like. We will 
have all of the inside scoops 
for you on other upcoming 
Doom-type titles, so stay 
tuned to the biggest, most 
happening PlayStation 
magazine on the planet. 

P.S.X. 14 

We're not following others— 
we're blazing our own trail 
for you to follow. 

Dear PSX, 
Гт a huge baseball fan 

and | recently purchased a 
Sony PlayStation. What is 
the best baseball game 
coming for the PlayStation in 
your opinion? I’ve rented 
Bases Loaded from Jaleco 
and Bottom of the 9th, and | 
was very disappointed with 
both games. World Series 
Baseball 795 and Triple Play 
Baseball for the Sega 
Genesis blow those two 
games out of the water. 
What's the problem, can 
developers only make cool 
fighting games for the PS? 
John French 
Cambridge, МА 

We haven't been allowed 
to play Sony's Major League 
Baseball (MLB) Pennant 
Race. Sony seems to be 
playing the "exclusive" game 
again. We've played Triple 
Play Baseball '97 from EA 
Sports and it is a great 
game. You should also watch 
for MVP Baseball from Blue 
Sky and Data East. These 
are the same folks who 
made World Series Baseball 
and Vectorman for Sega. 
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f you're a U.S. gamer 
who has a PlayStation 

system, chances are that you 

know the ins and outs of that 
machine like you know your 
ABCs—you’ve seen one, 

you've seen them all, right? 
Wrong. Most gamers don't 

realize that Sony has in fact 
created several different 

models of the system, each 
one slightly different from the 
others. P.S.X. decided to fill 
gamers in on the differences 
between the various systems 

1. Why are all the 

floating about, as well as 
provide insight on the 
machines few gamers will 
actually ever get to use. 

m THE HOME SYSTEMS: 
The Japanese, U.S. and 
European PlayStations share 
minor differences. First, each 
one has a different lock-out 
chip that prevents games 
from one system from being 
played on another. The 
European PlayStations are 
unique in the fact that they 
have a different TV signal 

- The Japanese version of the 
PlayStation has an S-Video 
port, removed in the U.S. 

model to keep costs down. 

standard (PAL) compared to 
the Japanese and U.S. 
systems (NTSC). The 
Japanese model also has a 
different power supply unit 
and an S-Video cable port. 
Sony of America decided to 

take out the S-Video port and 
provide an adapter cable 

instead, which helped the 
company bring the machine 
to a $299 price tag for its 
debut last fall, said Stephen 
Ackroyd, director of business 
development for Sony 
Interactive (U.S.). In the U.S. 

versions, Sony has made 
minor tweaks to the 
PlayStation design. Reports 

3. What does the been a spokesperson 

for the PS? 

the PS 
1.О. test 

Do you think 
you know it all 

about the Sony 
PlayStation? If 
50, you'll have 

no problem 

with these 
nine questions. 

PlayStation CD games 

coated in black? 
a. To foil counterfeiters 
b. It looks oh so cool 
c. Helps protect data 

d. All of the above 

2. How fast does the PS 
CD-ROM drive run? 
a. 1x-Speed 

b. 2x-Speed 
c. 4x-Speed 

d. 6x-Speed 

PSX 16 

original Japanese 

PlayStation have that 

the U.S. one didn't? 
a. An S-Video port 
b. ROM chip that stores 
Kanji characters 

c. An internal clock and 
lithium battery 
d. A limited-edition 
Michael Jackson poster 

4. Of these characters, 
which one has never 

3 

a. Toshinden's Sofia \ 
b. Steve Race 
c. Tekken’s Nina 
d. A spiky-haired, 
purple polygon head 

5. Name the Sony 
engineer who led 

development that 
ultimately resulted in 

the creation of the PS. 
(Continued on Page 17) 



PlayStation 

on the Internet have surfaced that Sony 
made changes to prevent the use of 

import games on new U.S. systems; 
Ackroyd declined to comment on those 

reports. 
= DEBUGGING 

SYSTEMS: Most 
gamers will never get to 

lay eyes or hands on 
Sony’s debugging and 
development systems— 

the company’s most 
vital piece of equipment. These systems, 
given only to developers, test CDs for 
bugs before Sony mass-produces them. 

Some of these systems are also used at 

These natty-looking blue PlayStations aren't for 
gamers; developers use the machines to test 
almost complete CD games, while the gaming 

media use them to preview upcoming titles. 

trade shows or 
by the media to 
preview works 
in progress. 
Aside from 

the colors, 
there’s no 

difference 
between the 
debugging 
stations and 
normal systems 

except that they can read unencrypted 
CDs produced by developers, known as 
gold discs, as well as import titles, 
Ackroyd said. The systems first handed 

out to developers were 

blue to distinguish them 
from consumer models, 
then changed back to 
gray after Sony was 
flooded with inquiries 
about the blue systems 

at trade shows. 

"[The color of the system] became 
more of an issue than how the games 
were,” so we changed them back to 
gray, Ackroyd said. 

(Continued on Page 17) 

Without 
checking your 

system, what 
color is the 
power LED? 

a. Red 
b. Orange 
c. Green 
d. White 

At what speed 
does the CPU 
clock in at? 
a. 25 MHz 
b. 33 MHz 
c. 66 MHz 
d. 75 MHz 

True or false: 
It is impossible 

to play a 
PlayStation CD 
game on a PC. 

Who do you 
have to be to get 

ional, The SCAT logo is a trademark of SC&T Inter 
акк of Home Arcade, All other logos or product names. 

trademarks of their respective companies, 

one of those 
rare blue 
PlayStations? 
a. A licensed 
developer for 
the PlayStation 
b. The head 
honcho of a 
big video game 
magazine such 
as P.S.X. 
c. A very lucky 
person 
d. All of the 
above 
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Get Тһе Per4mer Turbo Wheel And Steer 
Clear Of Others Costing Hundreds More. 

— 

ial, the Per4mer Turbo 
ademarks or registered 



ast issue, Р.5.Х. previewed 
Sony's dual analog joystick, the 

first of many weird-looking controllers 
slated for the 32-Bit system. 
The newest addition to that list is 

the Flight Control System (above) 
from InterAct Accessories—the first 

peripheral to provide true flight sim 

control for the PlayStation. 
This two-part controller consists of 

an analog joystick with fire buttons at 

the top and a throttle control. 
Like a good pair of cross-trainer 

shoes, this controller has versatility. It 
offers four modes that cover not only 
games that require regular or analog 
control, but also settings that mimic 

Namco’s NegCon controller for games 
such as WipeOut and Ridge Racer 
Revolution. 

As of press time, no price has been 

set, but gamers should see this stick 
in stores by July or August. 

Essentially, it’s a PlayStation pad in the body of 

an R/C controller. Some pluses: a very sensitive foam-padded 

analog steering knob and a two-way trigger that handles braking 

and acceleration smoothly. The main minus: awkward button 
placement. The two-handed grip feels great, but it’s hard to steer 

and press the top shift buttons at the same time. 7.5 

Rac-Con Analog Racing Controller « $N/A 

This arcade joystick can seemingly do 

no wrong. It has all the expected controller features: 

variable-speed turbo fire, a slow-motion switch and a 

solid base. Its Programming Mode offers four buttons 

that store up to 10 moves each. It’s also compatible 
with the Super NES and Sega Saturn. 9.5 

PsychoPad К.О. • $59.96 

While this lightweight, compact controller 

purports to be an arcade-style joystick, it just didn’t fit the 

bill. The evaluation copy P.S.X. received lasted a mere five 
hours before one of the inside joystick springs broke. Upon 
inspection, the other joystick trigger springs also were bent 

out of shape-not exactly a sign of durability. 1.5 

Super UFO Turbo Joystick “ About $52 
The first infrared controllers for 

the PlayStation perform at an above-average 
pace. The pads have a great response time and a 
surprisingly long range of operation. The pads’ 
six-button layout works fine, but a PlayStation- 

type grip might have proven better. 8.0 

Platinum Sound plans to make this analog 

steering wheel available for the PlayStation this summer. 

The wheel can turn up to 50 degrees and includes a self- 

centering mechanism. The fire buttons are located both on 
the wheel and on the base. More importantly, it also can 

interpret both analog and digital signals from PS games. 

| Per4mer Steering Wheel “ $90 or less 

Die-hard fighting fans and arcade 

o junkies will warm immediately to this arcade joystick 

because it's built just like one, with a 12-button layout 

that features slow-motion and turbo fire switches and a 
sturdy wooden base. This joystick also has a button 

programming mode for special moves or combos. 

Edge Stick • $129.99 
PSK. 18 



Some people just play their games. 

Some people PLAY TO WIN. 
Which type of player are you? 

InterAct's GAME SHARK™ gives you 
ultimate power over all your favorite games! 

Even the most devastating blow has no effect 
with Infinite Health codes for STREET FIGHTER 

ALPHA™ and MK3™! Feel no pain! 

You'll have your foes outgunned in ALIEN YRICQGY'" and KRAZY IYAN™ 
with codes for Infinite Ammunition! Slaughter enemies by the thousands! 

Cash is no object with Unlimited Money codes in RQAD RASH™ and X- 60M UFA 
DEFENSE™! Buy a fully-loaded monster machine 
or build an empire and still have bucks to spare! 

COMING THIS SUMMER - PS INTERCEPTOR 
InterAct gives you more power to master your PlayStation with this 
ultimate control system, featuring FOUR incredible modes of play to 
conquer every game! Customized settings and auto-fire will keep 
your guns blazing as you dominate any flight game or shooter with 
smooth analog control. Tear your competition apart with up to 
fifteen programmable buttons for the most complex fighting moves! 
Built-in memory stores your programmed moves even when the 
system is turned off! Experience the most accurate turning 
sensation for driving games and enjoy hours of comfortable play 
with the ergonomic hand grip and stable base. No other stick 
can give you all these powerful options! The PS INTERCEPTOR is thg 
last controller you'll ever have to buy for your PlayStation system! 

4; Tm 1 
ИМЕ Accessories is the ultimate source for peripherals that let you dominate your PlayStation! 

PS PROPAD МЕМОВҮ САКО lt larr. A, 

е аата 2/7 ET IET. 
AM 5 > MULTIMEDIA PRODUCTS pad offering four speeds of auto- game saves — 

fire, three slow motion speeds and EIGHT times that 
Ё А RECOTON* COMPANY 

InterAct Accessories, Inc. 
extra-long cord! of other cards — 

CA you can store all 
e M your highs scores, 10945 McCormick Road 

Hunt Valley, MD 21031 secret weapons, 
special pickups 
and more! 

PS ARCADE 
Bring the arcade experience home 
with this sleek joystick! Eight giant 
fire buttons, four auto-fire speeds, 
three slow motion speeds and a 
sturdy metal base and shaft give 
you ultimate control! 

www .gameshark.c om 

All game tities are trademarks of their respective 
publishers. PlayStation is a trademark of Sony 
Computer Entertainment Co. THE GAME SHARK IS 
NOT A GAME. Game Shark is a trademark of InterAct 
Accessories, Inc. ©1996 InterAct Accessories, Inc. 
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 



TWENTY WINNERS 
WILL CHOOSE THEIR > სა 
WEAPONS IN THE... = \ 

CHOOSE YOUR “ә д. 
WEAPONS WISELY 

CONTEST ) 
Enter a realm beyond reality, a surreal world where you have the power to challenge the very gods that created you. 

Welcome to a dimension where you, armed with the right weapons, can be anything your imagination will allow. The Choose Your 
Weapons Wisely contest puts the power in your hands. By filling out the entry form below, you take the first steps toward bring- 
ing this new world to your own home — for free! 

Enter the Choose Your Weapons Wisely contest for a chance to win an arsenal that will take you to the top. Twenty win- 
ners (by random drawing) get to choose one of four ASCII products, and the first ten will also receive a subscription to P.S.X. 
magazine! To enter, read the boxed section below carefully, paying close attention to the fourth word (numbers count too) follow- 
ing each mention of the “Choose Your Weapons Wisely contest,’ ASCII (not including ASCII product names), and P.S.X. After writ- 
ing down the words, unscramble them for a hidden message! Only the entries with the correct answer will be eligible to win. 

Explore a mystical, fully rendered world in King’s Field! The Moonlight Sword has been stolen and you must risk it all to retrieve it. 
Shipwrecked on the island of Melanat, your.quest begins — armed with but a dagger, you must find a way to мапаиіѕћ һе sword’s 
captor and make it back home alive. II you haven't had the chance to play it yet, let reviews from P.S.X. enchant you as King’s 
Field’s tale unfolds! 

King’s Field is the PlayStation’s first and most complete adventure yet!. There's nothing else like it — that is, unless ASCII releases 
2211 

Of course; іп іпе Choose Your Weapons Wisely contest, the hit King's Field title isn't the only thing being given away! 
Other products in the giveaway include the ASCII Pad, for excellence in standard control, the ASCII Specialized Pad — increasing | 
your power with turbo, slow motion, and Іагаег дгір, and the ASCII Specialized Joystick — kicking you into overkill with a steel 
base and shaft, eight button arcade layout, and seven foot cord. P.S.X. magazine adds ten 1996 subscriptions to the Choose Your 
Weapons Wisely contest line-up — winners won't fall behind in the hottest game news with this addition!! >. 

The Choose Your Weapons Wisely contest winners announcement is coming in November from ASCII. The entry deadline კ 
is the end of August 1996. Winners will be posted in the November issue of Р.5.Х. Magazine! 

ENTRY 
H YOUR RI 

Okay, you can stop counting now. 

How do you think you did? 

Here’s a hint: hyphenated 

words count as one word — 

now, just fill out the entry form 

on this page and send it in to 

ASCII. Good luck in the battles to 

come, and remember... 

always Choose your 

weapons wisely! ^AScii WARE’ 

©1996 ASCII Entertainment Software, Inc. 
The P.S.X. logo is a trademark of Sendai Publishing Group. 



Advertisement 

A Fully Rendered Epic Quest for the PlayStation" 
E nter a realm of fantastic 

reality. A new dimension in 
gameplay that will take you in, 
captivate you, entice you, and 
ADDICT you to its wiles! 
King’s Field is like nothing you've 
ever seen... 

Explore vast new worlds in the 
first non-linear, action adventure 

role playing game for the 
PlayStation. A gigantic, fully 
rendered world awaits you. A 
world where you сап go anywhere 

you see, anytime you want...jump 
off ridges, climb stairs, travel 

through water, fight enemies, look 

up and down, all in real-time! The 

beauty of the fully rendered 3D 
scenery will captivate you... the 

enemies (complete from ANY 
angle), will haunt you, and the 
dungeons and mazes will have you 
transfixed! Once you venture 
in...there is no escape. 

The insidious Necronites have 

stolen the moonlight sword! As 

.. , Snails spit poisonous venom. Try to 

ў 
get beside them to hack at their neck. 

Alexander, destined to become 
avatar, you must risk life and limb 
to retrieve the coveted blade for 

your beloved king. Take heed 
though...the island of Melanat is 
infested with the minions of evil. 
Necron, an evil and powerful 

sorcerer has taken hold of the 
island...feeding off of the 
legendary “Blue Light,” he is 

bending the will of all inhabitants 
of the island to his own evil intent. 

Legends also tell of a sleeping 
beast in the darkness...a great 
dragon slumbering in wait of the 
time of awakening. If you dare go 
further, prepare yourself for the 

many forms of evil the island has 
to offer...Skeletons, giant octopi, 
stag beetles, dragonflies, soldiers 
under Necron’s control, and many, 

many others, possibly even 

Merchants are expensive but sell 
some very important items. 

ASCIIWAREO is a registered trademark of ASCII Entertainment Software, Inc. Р.О. Вох 6639, San Mateo, CA 94403. (415) 780-0166. 
PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment America. This software is compatible with PlayStation Game Consoles with the NTSC U/C designation. 

from any direction ... you must look ****** 
ир or down to find some of your foes. 

including a showdown with Necron 

himself! 

In addition to the forces of evil, 

be ever mindful of your actions. A 
healthy dose of diplomacy and wit 
will carry you far with the 
uncooperative inhabitants of the 
island. You'll need their help from 

Move carefully around the giant 
Kraken. He has a long reach and can «+++; 
easily push you into the deep water. 

ENTERTAINMENT: 
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time to time, and they also have a 

veritable plethora of useful items, 
services, and advise! Multiple side 

quests will have you constantly 
involved in the intricate plot 
line...leave no request unheeded! 

For your transportation 

throughout the muddled masses of 
mazes, you will find a series of 

A 
: Before you get too hasty 
есе T 

ith your 
] 

Sword, green slime also cur 

elaborate mining tracks set up 
within the crystal mines. 

By using the mining carts you 
find, you can travel 
along the miles of 
tracks that snake 
their way 

throughout the 
crystal mines. 
Each new track will 

take you toa 

different ending 
point within the 
system. To reach 

secret caves and 

ledges it will take a 
courageous leap 
out of the cart into 
darkness but, 

beware, some 

Passages are guarded! 

Of course you won't go in 
empty handed...but starting out 
shipwrecked on the island, you 
have the bare minimum (armed 
with a dagger and your wits alone!) 
Luckily, a wide assortment of 

progressively more powerful 
weapons сап be found, taken, or 

ENTERTAINMENT For more info about 19’s Field 

Healing founta 

throughout the i 

restore your hit point 

bought while on the island. о 
included іп your arsenal will be the 
magic of five crystals as you find 
them in the dungeons: Fire, Earth, 
Wind, Water, and Light will each 

yield their own special magic! 
> King’s Field will take you on ап 

-` unforgettable journey of epic 
proportions! Your own courage 
will decide your fate...victory or 
death, CARPE DIEM (seize the - 
day)!! ; : 

Will you rise to the challenge? 
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Hands Frée Auto and та 
Adjustable Turbo Speed. 
Slow Motion feature. 
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mputer Entertainment America. 



evolutionary is one word that 
can describe Resident Evil. 

As we look back at similar game 
titles such as the Alone In The Dark 
series for the PC and other 3-D 
adventure games, RE has set today’s 
standards at a higher level. We can 
honestly say that the technology and 
capability of systems has greatly 
improved, enhancing the gameplay 
and overall appearance of games 
by a great margin. Comparing older 
titles to new ones is quite unfair, but 

as we look at RE as a whole, it just 
blows away any other title in this 
genre to date in terms of the 
graphics, sounds and violence 
that it pumps out. 
The mysterious ambience of the 

game is immensely reflected in the 
game's story line. The dark atmos- 
phere and eerie sounds set the 
suspense and horror that’s lurking 
around every corner. Detailed death 

and even suffering animations can 
cause the hairs on the back of your 
neck to stand up as you see heads 

roll and watch the characters you 
encounter die. Upon starting the 
game, you get caught up in its addic- 

tiveness, causing you to keep playing 
only to find new puzzles to solve as 
you maneuver through the mansion. 
The game tends to be on the difficult 

side if you choose Chris as your char- 
acter. It does get frustrating not being 
able to save whenever you want, but 
the whole idea is to make a challeng- 
ing game. Gamers these days like the 
challenge, and if you're paying this 
much for a CD game, you better get 
your money's worth. It’s worth playing 
again to see the other endings. 

“RE...JUST CANNOT BE COMPARED TO 
ANY OTHER TITLE IN THIS GENRE.” 

While | wouldn't call the game revolutionary, 
TARUC it does look absolutely amazing on the 
PlayStation. The story line has many suspenseful scenes 
and monsters that will shock you the first time through. 
The cheesy, poorly timed dialogue mars an otherwise 

excellent cinematic presentation. What makes this game 
work, however, is the challenge—perhaps the toughest 
game to come out for the PS thus far. While the puzzles 
aren't difficult, tne monsters will piss players off to no 
end. In my opinion, the only people who won't like this 

game are those who don't have enough skills to finish it. 

Chris...Don't die!! This is the type of poor 
dialogue you will encounter in Resident Evil. 

The characters seem to be reading cue cards and I 
wonder why they didn't change it. Superb graphics and 
gloomy lighting give the game an eerie feeling. These 
aspects are all enhanced by the surprise creatures that 

pop out at you. Dindo wasn't kidding, this game is pretty 
horrific, with gory death sequences and cinemas. This 
game is tough, especially if you choose Chris, and will 
give even the most experienced player a tough time. This 
is no one-nighter, so get ready to put in some long hours. COUNTERPOIN 

Р.5.Х, 24 



NELSON'S: TEKKEN 2 • RESIDENT Еу, • PHILOSOMA 

Dave's: VR Soccer '96 . TEKKEN 2. NBA бноот OUT 

Dinpo’s: TEKKEN 2. NBA Live '96 - INTERNATIONAL TRACK & FIELD 
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ig fans of any of the following 
. » ელა XI b games—Defender, Defender II, 

159592091 „дл mn as : а Robotron 2084, Joust, Sinistar or 
Bubbles—please stop reading, replace 
the above rating with a 100 and ignore 
the rest of this review. 

For those born after 1980, who 

never hang out at arcades or have 
never heard of the previous games, 

please continue reading. 
This game is actually a collection of 

six of Williams’ biggest coin-op hits, 
reproduced exactly from the original 
program code—bugs and all—for the 
exact arcade experience. Іп addition, 

W the game also includes extensive 

HEY, WHY NOT? T HEAR BELL BOTTOMS background information about the 
" making of each game, complete with 

ARE DOING REAL WELL. video clips from the game's program- 
mers. (The info is so detailed that I'd 

DINDO PEREZ recommend this CD as a reference 
ьс work for anyone writing a history 

4 <a paper on the video game industry.) 

Fi > 

a My main concern lies in the games 
Ü themselves: Can games made in the 

early '80s satisfy gamers' tastes in 
Vee 1996? After revisiting these blasts 

from the past, | had my doubts. 
Of the six titles, Robotron 2084 has 

perhaps the most enjoyable, intense 
playing experience, with Joust coming 
in a close second. Unfortunately, the 

DAVE MALEC other four just looked too blan 
r е (Defender) ог were rather difficult to 

control (Bubbles). 
Mi In the end, liking these games is an 
LU acquired taste. | strongly recommend 

renting this title and playing it nonstop 

for a night. If you're not bored after 10 
hours, then you'll like this CD. If not, 

then tell your mom and dad, because 
I’m betting even money that they'll 
want the game for themselves. Ф. 



orned Owl is the classic example 
of a roller-coaster game: It’s wild 

and exciting the whole way through, 
but it ends way too quickly. 

Essentially the PlayStation variant of 
the Sega Saturn’s Virtua Cop, Horned 
Owl replaces the criminals with robots 
and the cops with, well, armored cops. 
This two-player simultaneous game is 
a veritable shooting gallery, with 
enemies popping up everywhere— 
including some that virtually jump 
through the TV screen. The first- 
person view swivels often during play 
to show new enemies and areas. 
Like Virtua Cop, the game lets 
players choose either mouse, gun or 
controller to control their gunsights. 

Let’s get the good news out of the 
way. The 3-D graphics are outstanding 
and the action runs at a breakneck 
pace that | really enjoyed. Anime fans 
will eat up the game’s excellently 
drawn animation sequences. The way 
the story line blends in with the action 
gives the game some cohesiveness. 
Now the bad news: The game is too 

short. A friend and | beat the game on 
its hardest level in two tries. Because 
the game is totally linear—no multiple 
story lines or paths to choose from— 
neither of us had any reason to play 
the game again. The Bosses were 
way too easy to figure out: Shoot all 
the incoming bullets, then the Boss. 

This game would've been vastly 
improved had Sony made enemies 
appear in random fashion, rather than 
in the same place time after time, and 
if stages had multiple paths for players 
to explore (and different story lines 
based on the paths taken.) 
My verdict: Rent, beat, return. 

PUSH START 

pm 
жишш 

“A FAST-PACED SHOOTER THAT WILL 
KEEP YOU ON YOUR TOES? 

| agree with what Nelson has pointed out. 

The game is definitely short. | first started on 
normal and headed up to a harder setting hoping the 
story line would change or the game would last longer. 
Plus, the game is too easy. You won’t have any problems 
dealing with the end Bosses. Lots of baddies to shoot. 
The intense action seems to never quit unless you’re in 
the cinema where the anime (the same creator of Apple 
Seed, Dominion, M-66, etc.) starts rolling in. Repetition 
does kill the replay value. After beating the game I'd 
rather be the observer than the player again. 

Horned Owl is a fast-paced shooter that will 
keep you on your toes throughout the game. 

My suggestion is to set it on hard and play it through. 
There is no difference between the difficulty settings and 
no variation in the levels. As noted by Nelson, the game 
is just plain too short. The only suggestion | have would 
be to put in multiple missions. Maybe we'll see that in a 
sequel. Otherwise, the game looks sharp, with swarming 
enemy robots at every turn. Gamers that are fond of 
Japanese anime will eat up the animation sequences. 
Borrow it from a friend and enjoy it for the evening. COUNTERPOIN 
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[ The Ultimate ovx:20000% ШШ Righ _ 

You have the POWER. IV this contest you don't rely on the luck-of-the 
draw. You determine if you win or not. You win by outscoring others іп a game of 
skill. Can m solve the puzzle below? Ton you have what it takes. It looks simple, 
but it's only the start. Each of five more puzzles gets a little harder. But this time its 
all up to you. Stay in to the end with the highest score and the gear is yours. 
With whatever options you want. Do you have what it takes? Then play to win! 

Computer Contest. Win а blazing fast computer with Pentium 166 Mhz 
processor, 16 meg. ram, 1.2 Gig. hard drive, CD-ROM, 17" monitor, modem and more! 

Video Game Contest. Play on the hi-tech cutting edge with this line-up: 
Sony Playstation; Sega Saturn; Virtual i 300; and Atari Jaguar. Get all five or 
trade the ones you don't want for CASH! Bonus options include: 33 inch monitor, 
$1,000 in games, cash, accessories and more! 

IN PRIZES! 

t D 2 io 
n «Ў 

Contest. The Ultimate Gaming Environment, 40 inch monitor, Media 
130 watt bool w/ Dolby Pro ur Surround Sound, and all components shown. 
Win DSS Satellite Receiver as a BÜNUS OPTION! This rig will blow you away!! 

We're talkin’ GAMING HEAVEN! 
Directions. Fill in the Mystery Word Grid with words 5 going across that spell 
out the Mystery Word down the side. Hint: use the Mystery Word Clue. 

Іп the future. There will be four more puzzles at $2.00 each and one tie- 
breaker at $1.00 which will be sent to you by mail. You will have 3 weeks to solve 
each puzzle. We don't know how many will play but typically 55% will have the 
highest score possible score to Phase І, 43% to Phase II, 36% to Phase III, an 
to Phase ІУ. The tie-breaker determines the winner. If players are still tied they will 
split the value of the grand prize they are playing for. 

Yes! ENTER ME TODAY, HERE’S MY ENTRY FEE: 

WORD LIST and LETTER CODE chart 
PINCH .....W PRESS. А WRECK. 

BREAK......2 PUNCH 

STOMP .....Т STAND 

CRUSH.. SCORE 

[ WORLD RULERS HAVE IT 

сі 

5 SEND CASH, М.0., OR CHECK TO: 
PANDEMONIUM, Р.О. BOX 26247 
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55426-0247 

VOID WHERE PROHIBITED • ENTRY 

Where judges are in error the spor 
stolen 
Pandemonium, Inc. 7204 Washington Ave. S., 

spective companies who, along with this magazine have no 

m (| ($3.00) Computer Contest 
(J ($3.00) Video Game Contest 
L ($3.00) Media Rig Contest 
0 ($5.00) SPECIAL! Enter them all (SAVE $4.00) 

TVW CMV ало 

Address 

State Zip 

DLINE: POSTMARKED BY Aug. 17TH, 1996 + ENTRY FEE MUST BE INCLUDED 
Pandemonium, Inc. and its suppliers are ineligible, Judges decisions аге final 

is limited to the amount of entry fees paid. Not responsible for lst, delayed or 
u can request Winners List and Official Rules by writing 

G44, Merchandise names and models are trademarks of their 
ation with this contest: © 1995 Pandemonium, Inc. 

Open to residents of ti 



hat an appropriate title. The 
amusing story line was easily 

forgotten, as | found myself frequently 
PO'ed during the game. 
The popular Doom theme is back, 

with only a twist to the plot to set it 
apart from the rest. You're a marine. 
You're tough. You're a killer. You're the 
cook. The first time | played the ЗОО 
version, | thought it was hilarious. It 
was just plain fun to run around and 
clobber things with a frying pan. This 
wore off quickly as the game just 
didn't offer anything to really get me 
into it. The PlayStation version runs 
faster and is easier to control your 
character, but doesn't offer much 
more than that. 

Graphically speaking, they could 
have done much better than they did 
for a PS title. There was nothing 
exceptional about the stages other 
than the upward mobility that is 
offered, something that is missing in 
other games of this genre. The bizarre 
monsters that are encountered, includ- 
ing the walking hind end that flatu- 
lates, gives the game some originality. 
The game runs more smoothly, but it 

is easy to lose your bearings as you 
jump around. Huge warehouse-style 
levels give you a variety of angles to 
attack each area. There is an interest- 
ing variety of weapons to collect, 
including a meat cleaver and the 
rocket pack, which are unique 
additions to the inventory. Altogether 
the positives are outweighed by 
the negatives. 

PO'ed is certainly not the worst 
game that | have played, but it simply 
lacked the element of fun to keep 
me interested. 

PO'ed is a game fi 

league as games like Doom and 
game adds the extra dimension 

to shoot and fly at once. The po 

animation needed to be a lot cris 

DINDO PEREZ 
first-person perspective concept 
Doom-like games. Even though 
unique features, mainly comical, 

led with good ideas, but 
lacks enough polish to put it in the same 

Alien Trilogy. While the 
of jumping (or flying with 

the jet pack), the control becomes frustrating when trying 
ygon dropout seems 

rather high compared to other 3-D games, resulting in 
choppy animation. Switching weapons is rather awkward 

- because a menu must be toggled on first—not a plus 
| when the action heats up. Overa 1, both control and 

per. 

Ever since the Doom series was released 
the video game industry has duplicated this 

and created its own 
PO'ed has originality and 
the game leaves you 

nothing to desire. | have to admi 

r2 

it plays smoothly and 
the stages are humongous; but whatever happened to 
gameplay and a fun factor? Seeing someone swinging a 
frying pan, and throwing cleavers at walking butts are just 
a few laughable moments you'll encounter In PO'ed. 

С ) = Other than that it’s just another Doom wanna-be. 

PSX. 28 
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а "9 ў 49.99 Lemmings 3D 49.99 Resident Evil 2 
თ 3D Baseball 49.99  Diehard Trilogy 49.99 Loaded 49.99 Return Fire 49.99 Waterworld 49.99 m 
8 А-Тгаіп 43.99 Discworld 49.99 Magic Carpet 49.99 Return to Zork 49.99 Williams Arcade бгізі, 49.99 Q 

а Agile Warrior 49.99 Doom 52.99 MLB Pennant Race 49.99 Ridge Racer 41.99 Wing Commander III 49.99 2 

თ Air Combat 49.99 Dream Team Basketball 49.99 Mortal Kombat III 55.99 Rise 2 The Ressurrection 49.99 Wipeout 49.99 m 

8 Alien Trilogy 49.99 Earthworm Jim 2 4799  MYST 49.99 Road Rash 49.99 Wipeout II 4999 б 
> Alien Virus 49.99 ESPN Extreme Games 41.99 — NAMCO Museum Vol. 1 49.99 Romance З Kingdoms Vol. 4 49.99 World Cup Golf 49.99 > 
5 Aquanaut's Holiday 49.99 Extreme Pinball 41.99 МВА In The Zone 49.99 Romancing Saga 49.99 Worms 49.99 m 
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hat’s the world coming to? Does 
every game for the PlayStation 

have to be polygon-based? 
Trying to adjust to the new look of 

sports video games nowadays is hard 
to get used to, and NBA Shoot Out 
was something | had to get used to. 
There are some aspects of this title 
that will disturb the avid sports gamer, 
but other features were done well. 
My first impression of the game is 

that the court is exceptionally realistic. 
The lighting effect on the floor gives 
you an authentic feel much like there 
is in the real game, and with the 
banners and the background crowd 
the court is complete. One question | 
have about the players is why are they 
running like the Hunchback of Notre 
Dame? The players seem to have a 
hard time dribbling, too. | like the close 
perspective of the players—it gives 
you an intimate feel of the game. 
The defense should have been 

better. You can’t even block from 
behind and if you’re behind the ball 
carrier there’s a slim chance of 
catching up. There’s also a lag time 
whenever you try for a block. If you 

want to block, you have to completely 
stop moving and jump up for the stuff. 
Offense is on the downside as well. 

You can easily cause a charging foul 
when the defender is not in your way. 
Long passes are frustrating: Eight out 
of 10 times the defender will intercept 
the ball. Lag time kills the shooting as 
well. It's just not real. 
As far as the game goes, you have 

to try it out. If you’re new to games 

you'll like this title, but a seasoned 
player will end up getting his or her 
basketball fix elsewhere. 

G GS ММ FG FGA FG% 
49 26 1568) 107 240 57 

FT FTA FT% REB 
75 1и 67 823 
5ТЬ-ВІК PTS PPG 
Эгиз т 

‘WHY ARE THEY RUNNING LIKE THE 
HUNCHBACK OF NOTRE DAME?” 

While this game delivers the smoothest 
graphics of any basketball title to date, it 

offers gameplay more deserving of the CBA than the 
NBA. It's apparent the referees went on strike in this 

game. Some of the offensive foul calls are rather ludi- 
crous, such as on dunks when defenders are clearly not 
in a position to take the charge. The animation looks fluid 
but too sterile and stilted, although the dunks looked 

е წ) great. If you want a visually impressive hoops game, this 
] fits the bill, but if you want a truly accurate basketball sim, 

Sony still has some tweaking to do with NBA Shoot Out. 

EA RW SIS 
gm 1 

As much as | enjoy playing Shoot Out, | will 
grudgingly have to admit that it is missing 

something in the gameplay department. Defense could 

definitely be more in-depth than it is, like losing some 
realism without being able to foul when they go to the 
hoop. Some of the shots are just unbelievable, such as 
threes from half court and everyone slamming. | enjoy it 

nonetheless. The awesome graphics and motion-capture 

technology make the game visually appealing. They even 
paid enough attention to put in the squeaking of players’ 
sneakers. This one is worth the money to pick up. (COUNTERPOIN 



http://www.holobyte.com 
Visit your local retailer or call 24 hours: 

1-800-695-GAME (U.S. and Canada). 

TOP GUN» 4/1996 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved. 
Top Gun is a trademark of Paramount Pictures, Spectrum HoloByte 
Is an Authorized User Underlying software code ©1996 Spectrum 
HoloByte. Spectrum HoloByte is а registered trademark ої 
Spectrum HoloByte, Inc, PlayStation and the PlayStation. 
logos are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. 
II other trademarks are property of their respective holders. 



R Sports is a stride ahead of the 
competition with its new soccer 

title. VR Soccer ’96 takes full advan- 
tage of the capabilities of the PS, 
making it a tough game to outmatch. 
VRS ’96 uses 3-D polygons and 

motion-capture video to bring you the 
most realistic-looking soccer game 
around. Players and officials alike 
move fluidly and are complemented 
with exceptional graphics, giving 
the game the realism that others are 
missing. These aspects, combined 
with a 360-degree field of vision, bring 
out the excitement of this popular 
international sport. 
There are 44 real internationa 

teams to choose from and four modes 
of gameplay, including the World Cup. 
Take the field as your favorite team or 
customize your own team with skill- 
factor editing. Player control is pretty 
good, but lacks when passing the ball 
around. The automatic control of the 
goalie was something that | was 
disappointed with. This left your goal 
open frequently, where | felt that | 
would have been able to stop them 
from scoring if | was in control. 
One of the most important features 

of a soccer game, to me, is the 
announcing. The commentary was 
done by Barry Davies, the voice of the 
BBC during the '94 World Cup. With 
excellent play-by-play and the roar of 
the crowd at the time of a goal, you 
will feel like you're in the game. 

Aside from the playability coming 

up a little short, VR Soccer is the best 
all-around soccer game | have ever 
played. | can just hear the sound of 
the crowd going wild as Posada fires 
one past the goalie. GOOAALLL!! 

DINDO PEREZ 

COUNTERPOIN 

“VR SOCCER IS THE BEST ALL-AROUND 
GAME THAT I HAVE EVER PLAYED? 

/ Rarely a day goes by when Dave doesn't 
load up this game on his PlayStation and 

play for hours on end with his Columbian team against 
Brazil, or against my Nigerian underdogs. I’m not 

surprised, because VR Soccer is one of the most 
enjoyable soccer games to date. Not only are the 
graphics up to snuff, but the control is responsive. The 
button shadow under the active player is a great idea, 
showing players when they can pull off a special move. | 
only wish the goalies were more aware of shots taken far 
from the goal—they tend to let some odd ones through. 

VR Soccer '96 is the best soccer game I’ve 
ever got ahold of. Never being a fan of soccer 

games, this title totally changed my attitude toward this 
sport. The live commentary is the best I’ve ever heard in 
any sports video game; no breaks in the speech. While 
the controls are excellent, and anybody can just pick up 
the controller and play, the rendered fields and charac- 
ters bring the stadium some life especially with the 
roaring crowd in the stands. There were times where the 
soccer mechanics (mainly action) were not realistic, but 
that shouldn’t bother you at all. Too awesome! 



DEATH. 
It's what they live for 

Against a dark and shifting 3-D landscape, the warriors of the twisted 
underworld known as BATTLE ARENA TOSHINDEN 2™ await your return. 
How do they know you'll be back? Let's just say it's a gut feeling. As in the 

first 360? go-round, the moves are lethal, the stages visceral and the 
characters, wicked. And this time, the original avengers are joined by a 
new crew of fighters. Like Tracy, the sexy cop gone bad; Verm, merciless 

madman; and Chaos, а friendly fella who happens to swing a sickle. 
All of 'em real keen to get to know you better. On every level. 

So welcome back. And plan to stay awhile. Because here in 
Battle Arena Toshinden 2, these forsaken foes aren't just out to take 

D 4. you down. They're down to take you out. Xóm. 2 
z Ur 

ка 

http://www.playmatestoys.com <> 
Playstation. Battle Arena Toshinden-2 and its characters are trademarks of ў 

Takara Co., Ltd ©Takara Co., Ltd. 1996 Programmed ©Tamsoft 16200 Trojan Way 
1996. All rights reserved. PlayStation, the PlayStation logo, and La Mirada, CA 90638 
the PS logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment. (714) 562-1743 



wo big superheroes unite 
for the first time ever in 

this side-scrolling action game 
that offers not only stunning 

rendered sprites and backgrounds 
(such as character bosses that took 
up a third of the screen), but also 
several neat gameplay twists that 
add to this title’s challenging mien. 

This one- or two-player simultane- 
ous game offers large walk-through 
levels that Iron Man and/or X-O 
attempt to conquer, shooting 
anything that moves. Both heroes 
possess special powers such as 
super weapon attacks and jet boosts 
that let them jump and hover in 
midair. In addition to the standard 
fire button, both heroes have a hand- 
to-hand combat button for close and 
personal fistfights with foes. 

Graphically, the game has 
some visually remarkable 
special effects. The 
screen zooms in and 
out during the 
game, depending 
on where ene- 

mies are located. 

THEME 
Action 

# OF PLAYERS 
1or2 

# OF LEVELS 
N/A 

CHALLENGE 
Moderate 

PUBLISHER 
Acclaim 

M. 
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Unlike average action shooters, this 
game has interactive backgrounds, 
including attacking enemies that 
seemingly fly from the background 
toward the screen. The concept gives 
the game more of a 3-D feel: Not 
only must players be leery of foes 
from the left or right, but also those 

from behind. To counter, the 
heroes can shoot at foes 

lurking in the back. 
This game will 
have at least 30 
levels of action— 
including flying 
stages, as the 
two heroes 
battle in dimly lit 
rain forests or at 
a nuclear power 
plant. Players will 

have the option of 
revisiting levels to 

find more items or 
explore further. 



ony has put the battles certainly are in terms : The battlefield rotates 
finishing touches of presentation. The small, E a full 360 degrees, 

on the company's long- cartoonish 2-D sprites used showing a CIGISCIBUS 
anticipated role-playing in 16-Bit titles have been point of view when he 
game—the first first-party replaced by larger on- or she attacks. 
RPG ever made for the screen characters on a 3-D 
U.S. PlayStation. battlefield. Sony has added 
Aside from the required major visual fireworks to 

dialog translations, this many of the monster and 
game appears to have player moves, such as 
changed little from the magic spells that summon 

У Japanese version. The story gusts of wind or a fiery 
2 revolves around a young snake-like dragon. Each 

fighter named Fynn and his party member will have a 
dragon, Steiner, who are off wide range of animation for 
to save the land of Canaan his/her own special attacks. 

The exploration part of 

this game is shown in a 
top-down isometric view ----: 

გ from the clutches of evil. When not fighting, players 
= ТӘ unlike the SHES Of course, Fynn will find will explore the lands from 

nal Fantasy games. lots of help along the way, an overhead view, 
r —4 зчеһ аз non-player unique because 
| | characters who'll backgrounds will all be 

offer tips. Mages, created entirely from 
paladins and texture-mapped or 
thieves are just a shaded polygon sur- 
few of the people faces. The landscape 
who'll join forces will change looks and 
with Fynn. shape as the story 
The plot may not progresses, opening 

exactly be original, the way to new areas 
but the 3-D group of exploration. @ 

THEME 
RPG 

= Ш + OF PLAYERS 
= WE 1 
ლ 

SE + oF LEVELS 
=> 
ш CHALLENGE 

Moderate 

PUBLISHER 
Sony Comp. Ent. 

= 



т he sequel to the popular PC game 
Flashback has made its way to the 

PlayStation, and pushes the system's 
3-D capabilities to the limit. 

This game offers a sci-fi theme, as 
the main character escapes a prison to 
fight aliens bent on human domination. 
While it may not be the most original of 
story lines, it's presented rather well. 
The game views change as the player 

moves through rooms and fights aliens. 
A "floating camera" seems the best way 
to describe the view, which sits behind 

the character and follows him around. To 
help convey that sense of 3-D realism, 
all the objects іп the game—walls, 

enemies, furniture—have either shaded 
or texture-mapped surfaces. 
The character himself has a wide 

THEME 
Action/Adv. 

= ЩЩ + оғ PLAYERS 
= 1 
= 

s # OF LEVELS 
=) с 2 
ua CHALLENGE 
= Moderate 

PUBLISHER 
Electronic Arts 

The 3-D views change as the 
player walks about. When the 

player pulls out a weapon, the 
camera zooms in for better aim. 

range of movement at his disposal. A 
status box in the lower-left corner shows 
the character’s health and active items. 
He can run, jump, duck and slide lateral- 
ly (similar to the strafe buttons in Doom). 
A special targeting sight acts like a 
radar, showing where an enemy stands 
relative to the player. Another square 
box appears over enemies 
when they're in a play- 
er's gunsight. 

Of course, this 
game offers much 
more than 3-D 

shooting. A good 
number of puz- 
zles in the game 
require as much 

thought as they 

do skill. For example, opening 
doors requires the main 

ს character to step on a trig- 
ს ger then run to the door. 

Breaking up the 3-D 
sequences are highly 
detailed cinematic 
interludes between 
levels that advance 
the plot. Ө 

A targeting sensor appears whenever an 

enemy tries to shoot at the player. 



Download the Demo 
http://Www.returnfire.com 

Your front line looks like Swiss cheese, 
and your tank’s in flames. If you 

don’t retreat and regroup, the flag’s 
going to fall. And you're gonna 

get tagged. 

In Return Fire, firepower 
is key, but strategy 
is what keeps you 
alive. From heli- 

copters that make Apaches 
look like Pocahontas, to 

tanks straight out of your 
worst nightmares, your mission 

is to disable enemy forces, blow your 
way into hostile territory and retrieve 
the flag with a ground-pounding jeep. 
But this is no one-sided kill-fest. 
Your enemy is in your face trying to 

do the same thing to you. 

i With superb overall detail, 
í - major multimedia video, and а 
- killer Dolby" soundtrack, Return 

Fire is an all-out firefight that 
keeps you thinking all the time. But 
don’t think too long. Because there’s 
a battalion of bad guys just looking to 
put the tag on you. 

І. а 

Saturn 300 PlayStation 
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THEME 
Strategy 

BEEN + OF PLAYERS 
1-4 
# OF LEVELS 
N/A 

Й CHALLENGE 
Easy 

PUBLISHER 
Ocean 

orms don’t receive much attention 
unless they're burrowed in an 

apple or skewered on a fishing hook. 
All that will change with this unique 

game, which turns otherwise timid 
annelids into agents of mass destruction. 

Basically, the game pits four-worm 
teams against each other on a randomly 
generated battlefield. Team members 
take turns shooting at their foes; the last 
team to survive wins. 
What makes the game work is the vast 

array of weapons and tactics available to 
each worm team. The weapons range 
from standard grenades to hilarious 

punching attacks straight out of a 
fighting game. It takes practice to 
learn how each weapon operates; 
the main weapons, the bazooka and 
grenade, must be "aimed" for range 
and direction. Almost all the weapon 
attacks do collateral damage to the 
ground, which changes the look of 
the battlefield as the game goes on. 
Another twist to strategy comes 

from the fact that weapon attacks 
can hurt anyone, even the attacker 

and teammates. As a result, players 
have to master the skill of aiming 
their weapons and learn which 

weapons work best in a given scenario. 
In addition to the weapons are tools 

that will help worm teams win, such as 
ninja ropes that help worms swing from 
one area of the board to another and 

RSK. 38 

drills to bore holes in the ground. During 
a match, weapon boxes fall from the sky 
that provide additional ammo for teams 
(and can be blown up as well). 
Worms can die in one of three ways: 

They can fall off the sides of the screen, 

they can fall off land and drown in the 
pits below, or they can lose all their life 
from a weapon attack. 

Each battlefield is randomly generated 
before each match, which really gives 
this game strong replay value. 



PlayStation | - 



А side from Е.Т. and Alf, aliens tend to 
harbor a dislike for the human race. 

That premise drives the story line of Steel 
Harbinger, a game about alien invaders that 
turn humans and animals into vicious 
mutants. The main character, an alluring 
woman named Miranda, also mutates. But 
instead of killing humans, she decides to 
become a good alien and save the planet 
(and also return to her human form.) 

The game borrows a game concept from 
the arcade classic Robotron 2084—kill 

aliens and save humans—but 
fleshes it out with a full 3-D 
environment and large stages set 
in places ranging from Las Vegas At the start, Miranda has only a pulse rifle. 
to the Arctic. The land is not Along the way, she can find additional 
entirely flat; hills and fences help weapons such as machine guns and energy 
enhance the 3-D environment. cannons to add to her arsenal. 

Miranda can walk in any Aside from survival, Miranda must collect 
direction, and even jump to shoot humans before they get killed by aliens. 
at airborne enemies. In some The humans are live targets, meaning that 
stages, Miranda can pilot a tank, players can accidentally shoot and kill them. 
hovercraft or even a big-rig truck Many of the enemies are mutated humans 
to move around. and animals. When killed, they leave body 

parts that Miranda can collect to boost her 
health meter. 
The large stages offer lots of exploration, 

including buildings that become translucent 
when Miranda walks into them, so players 
can see the interior layout. She can find 
power-ups such as invincibility shields and 
teleport credit cards. The more cards that a 
player finds, the more locations the player 
can afford to travel to. 
The final version of this game will have 

features such as phone booths that show 
video footage to help advance the plot or 
give Miranda additional 
playing information. & 

The human-turned- 
alien heroine 
Miranda regains 
strength by eating 
human and animal 
body parts. 

THEME 

Act./Shoot. 
A player can 

m # OF PLAYERS control the field 
of vision with the 
top shift buttons, 

8 # OF LEVELS which zoom the 
=| 11 camera closer to 
© or farther away 

CHALLENGE from Miranda. 

Moderate : 

PUBLISHER 

Mindscape 
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You set the pick for Magic, who rolls to the top of the key. Sometimes it's the smallest details —Jams off the glass, “This fastpaced, first-person basketball sim does a 
As the defender rotates to cut off the lane, Magic lofts a Defensive thunder swats, Reverse dunks, and Play-by- phenomenal job of bringing players into the action.” 
pass to the wide open power forward for the alley-oop jam. play commentary, that separate hoops from lawn bowling. — NEXT Generation magazine 



Franchise player mode lets you abuse opponents like 

they were players for an expansion team. Control Magic, 
Kareem, or Anyone thru а 13, 26, 52, or 82 game season. 

E 
THE NO-LOOK PASS. 

THE SKY HOOK TO BEAT THE BUZZER. 
MORE THAN A SIGNATURE ON A BOX, 

IT’S A LICENSE TO DOMINATE. 
It's Showtime! Slam `N Jam “96 featuring Magic and Kareem 

THE CLOG 

™ 

MAGIC & KAREEM brings you the same net-melting offense that culminated in five 

championship rings. Set a bruising pick and run Magic and Kareem’s patented no-look alley-oop. 

You got hops? Clear the lane and challenge Kareem to a high jumping contest. Or call for a double-team, 

all controlled with the squeeze of a plastic button. With their signature moves, you'll get nothing less 

than in-your-face basketball. And see it all from the 3D "fastbreak" 

SPORTS 
perspective Crystal Dynamics’ Championship Sports brings to the WALK IT OFF. 

стам. 
hardwood. And that “agony of defeat” feeling? It's natural. Walk It Off”. DYNAMICS 

Available on the PlayStation™ game console and Sega Saturn™ systems. 



Few games pack enough punch 
to elicit that term of succinct amazement 
in gamers. But this game—even in its 
early stages—has so much substance that 
EA Sports could cut out half the features L 
and still market a good baseball sim. 

Of course, the company has no such 
plans. In fact, they've opted for the other 
extreme: Pack everything gamers have 
ever wanted in a game and deliver it in a 
polished, well-rounded package. 

To this end, the game's programmers 
have left no stone unturned. The game 
will have the opening day 1996 team 
rosters, and all 28 teams and their 
stadiums. (A nice visual sequence is the 
flyby over the stadium before each game, 
complete with either the Canadian or 
American national anthem depending on 

THEME 
Baseball 

BE # OF PLAYERS 
Я Tor? 

# OF LEVELS 
N/A 

EE CHALLENGE 
M Moderate 

PUBLISHER 
EA Sports 

the home team) The details on the field Virtual Stadium technology. This option optional fielder’s aid that shows the 
come closer to the real thing, thanks to allows players to choose their point of area where a fly ball will land, or the 
the company's view—games can be watched from possibility of a collision when two out- 

the pitcher or batter's point of view at fielders both try to catch the ball. 
different angles from on the field to a The Manager Mode also provides lots 
bird's-eye view. of depth, offering the power to create 

The game also gives players total and name new characters, and adjust a 
control over pitching and hitting table of attributes that range from 
direction. The player can switch the speed to reaction time. Players can 
active player at any time of the also be traded and drafted. 
game, so a batter can choose to The game supports play for up to 
control a base runner manually, eight players simultaneously, as well as 
for example. Nice fielding details a link cable that provides a batter's and 
have been added, such as an pitcher's view simultaneously. 

ჩ.5.X, 44 



ecmo Gives Great Go 
101 authentic golf courses; 

not just holes, full-sized courses. 
If you've ever dreamed about taking a super-deluxe golf 

vacation in a far-away land, dream no more. Because On Sale Now! 

Tecmo* has recreated for you 101 of the finest actual golf "i 
courses in Japan, Tecmo” World Golf" is the most pr 
realistic golf game ever programmed! Just check out Playstation |. 
these great golf features: 

€ For one to four players. 

€ Pick from 4 male or 4 female players. 

+ Create and save (to a memory card) your own abilities as a 

player. (Ever wonder what it would be like to drive a 1- wood 

350 yards? Well wonder no more.) 

* On each shot you choose your club, your stance, your power, 
the point of impact and the direction of flight. How about that 

fade shot you've been working on? It's there. 

€ Play from different tee locations on each course. 

€ Every inch of terrain has been mapped, plotted and 

realistically rendered. PlayStation * There are so many features we would need a book, 

not an ad 

+ There's no membership required, and you get whatever start 

time you want. We've even created. a female Japanese caddie 
to keep your score and give you the verbal reinforcement you 
need like *Nice Approach" ‚ “Good Shot” and "Birdie" if 
you're good enough. 

+ And enough other features to fill a golf cart. 
Suggested Retail Price $59.99 or less 

o, get ready to play the best golf of your life. In one of the most beautiful countries in the 

world. Only this time you'll see your favorite video game dealer, not your travel agent. 

TECMO® SUPER BOWL™ FOR PLAYSTATION™ & SATURN™ COMING IN SEPTEMBER 

WATCH FOR THESE TITLES AVAILABLE SOON FROM TECMO® 
May-June TECMO* WORLD GOLE™ GOLF PLAYSTATION" ONLY 
3rd Quarter n O” STACKERS™ PUZZLE PLAYSTATION"! & SATURN™ 
September TECMO® SUPER BOWL™ FOOTBALL PLAYSTATION™ & SATURN™ 
3rd Quarter GALLOP RACER™ (Working Title) HORSE RACING PLAYSTATION™ ONLY 
3rd Quarter KOKUMEIKAN™ (Working Title) SIMUL ON RPG PLAYSTATION™ ONLY 

4th Quarter MONSTER FARM™ (Working Title) SIMULATION RPG PLAYSTATION™ ONLY 
4th Quarter DEAD OR ALIVE™ ARCADE FIGHTING SATURN™ ONLY 

© Tecmo, Ltd. 1996 TECMO® із а registered trademark of Tecmo, Inc. Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use with the PlayStation game console. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are 

trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. The ratings icon is a registered trademark of the Interactive Digital Software Association. 
THIS SOFTWARE IS COMPATIBLE WITH PLAYSTATION GAME CONSOLES WITH THE NTSC U/C DESIGNATION. 

Sega and Sega Saturn are registered trademarks of SEGA. ©1995 SEGA P.O. Box 8097, Redwood City, CA 94063. All rights reserved. 

Tecmo, Inc. * 19260 South Van Ness Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501 Phone (310) 787-2900 



rmchair athletes, take 
note: Konami has 

brought its track-and-field 
arcade game home to the 
PlayStation, and it looks 
way too real. 

When the game begins, 
players enter their name and 
choose one of 12 countries 
that they want to represent. 
The game supports the 
multitap accessory, so up to 
four can compete against 
each other simultaneously. 

After that point, players 
begin competition in one of 
11 different events: discus, 
pole vault, javelin, triple 
jump, hammer, high jump, 
110m hurdle, 100m dash, 
shotput and long jump 

THEME 
Sports 

| # OF PLAYERS 
1-4 

# OF LEVELS 
N/A 

8 CHALLENGE 
Hard 

PUBLISHER 
Konami 

(there’s also a 100m 
freestyle swim—not a track 
and field event, but it still fits 
in well with the theme). 
The controls for each event 

vary, but the underlying 
concept remains the same: 

Press two buttons repeatedly 
for power, then press another 
button to perform an action, 
such as jumping or throwing 
a discus. 
The graphics are phenom- 

enal. The best comparison 
would be to take the Tekken 
polygon characters and 
dress them in shorts and 
tops. The animation looks 
amazingly smooth as well. 
The release of this game 

dovetails rather nicely with 

the start of this summer’s 
Olympic Games, providing a 
realistic, fun alternative for 
gamers looking for some 
world-class competition. 
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The weapons used 
to pop bubbles 

hile 3-D rendered graphics and screen, which get in the Vary: Spray guns, 
polygon-based animation stand as way of shots or disable harpoon-like 

the current buzz words in PlayStation players’ weapons. Walls, arrows and 
gaming, this title bucks that trend. both temporary and fixed, shots that create 

Instead, this three-game compilation hamper gunshots or alter barrier walls. 
prides itself on simple yet addictive the paths of bouncing 
gameplay. Here’s the basic premise: bubbles. To top it all off, each 
Players must blow up floating bubbles stage must be beat within a 
before the bubbles hit them. certain time limit. 

Of course, it’s a little more complex Players can choose between a 
than that. Bubbles split into smaller Panic Mode, which sends a continuous 
halves once hit, increasing the number barrage of bubbles at them, or a 
of on-screen targets. Random monsters Normal Mode that features puzzle-type 
such as lizards and birds pop up on stages. Two players can play simultane- 

ously, either working together to 
move to the next level or flight 
for the highest score. 
The three games on this CD 

play the same, but sport different 
looks. The first two look rather the cute 16-Bit sprites take a back seat 
16-Bit, as players shoot it out in їо cute prerendered characters. The 
locations from the United States backgrounds in this third game are actu- 
to Thailand (the latter appearing ally real works of art—something that 
suspiciously similar to M. Bison’s should appeal to refined gamers’ tastes. 
stomping grounds in Street So while this title may not have that 
Fighter Il). 32-Bit “look,” the vast variety of levels 
The third game in this series offers a far deeper—and certainly more 

packs the most visual punch, as — addicting—type of game. თ 

THEME 
Action 

= # OF PLAYERS 
ლ 1ог2 

Ў E «or LEVELS 
S wa 

CHALLENGE 
Variable 

PUBLISHER 
Capcom 

The last of the three games in 
this series features rendered 
character graphics. 



pparently, one of the 
gaming industry's Ten 

Commandments reads like 
this: Thou shalt have a cute 

mascot to represent your video 
game system. Nintendo has a 

plumber, Sega has a hedgehog and 
now Sony has a bandicoot. 

What's a bandicoot? It's actually a 
fleet-footed marsupial from Australia 
(the name comes from the word 
pandikokku, which literally trans- 

lates into pig-rat). 
This game's development 

has sort of a rags-to-riches 

story to it. The game appar- 
ently began development in 
Universal Interactive Studios 

as a colorful 3-D adventure game. 
With his blue pants, large green 
eyes and snazzy gym shoes, Crash 
looks far more adorable than most 
pig-rats, and apparently appealing 
enough for Sony to outright buy the 
game from Universal, and propel 
Crash from obscure game sprite to 
company spokesman. 

As expected, Sony has enacted a 



code of silence with this game, 

but these high-quality screen shots 
make it readily apparent this will be 
the game that goes head-to-head 
with Nintendo’s Mario 64, another 
3-D adventure game. 

This game features more than 30 Of course, no mascot game is 
levels of play with full 3-D move- complete without a special ability. 
ment, as Crash (in typical Mario Crash has a special spin attack that 
fashion) attempts to save his gal will take out enemies. He can also 
pal from the clutches of a deranged find standard power-ups such as 
scientist. The game’s setting is the invincibility and magical orbs that let 
southeast coast of Australia, which him absorb an extra hit. Crash also 
partially explains the jungle-forest will find help in his supporting cast, 
backgrounds portrayed in these such as a witch doctor who'll serve 

early screen shots. up some handy advice. 

THEME 

Act./Adv. 

# OF PLAYERS 
1 

# OF LEVELS 

30+ 

AVAILABILITY 
September ON THE MENU 

DEVELOPER 
Sony Comp. Ent. 



CLAYFIGHTER III 
Interplay Sculpts a Fighter That Breaks The Mold 

hen Interplay brought out the 
first Clayfighter game for the 

16-Bit systems, it breathed new life 
into the genre, which up until then 
was dominated by the blood and 
gore of Mortal Kombat and others. 

Interplay proved that stop-motion 
clay animation and funny fighting 
can sell games—so it’s no surprise 
that the company will bring forth a 
visually improved version of 
Clayfighter for the PlayStation. 
The game will feature a slew of 

new, detailed backgrounds and 
some new characters borrowed from 
other video games, like Earthworm 
Jim and Boogerman. 

Each character will have a unique 

THEME 
Fighting 

ს # OF PLAYERS 
1or2 

# OF LEVELS 
N/A 

AVAILABILITY 
ს 4th Qtr. '96 ON THE MENU > 

DEVELOPER 
Interplay 

special power, in which the figure 
morphs a part of his body and 
turns it into a lethal attack. 

Like the previous versions, 
the game will use stop-motion 

photography to capture each 

figure’s fighting moves. The 3-D 
figures are actually shot in front of 
a blue screen, then converted into 
digitized sprites that are laid over 
the stage backgrounds. Each 
character will have unique 
animated fighting moves and 
combo attacks. 
On this page, the actual clay 

figures have been placed on the 
background art to show what the 
game screens might look like. 



This new Contra resurrects the 
good ol’ standby weapons, such as 

the flamethrower and spread gun. 

T he gaming generation gap gets 
only wider as successful 8-Bit 

titles receive the 32-Bit treatment. 
The newest member in that group 

is Contra, and in comparison to 
the original NES version—well, 

it's like trading in a black-and- 
white monitor for an HDTV. 

This game expands on a look 
first presented in the overhead 
stages of Contra 2. Those 
stages let players fire and move 
in all directions. However, 
Konami has vastly improved 

that look by offering a 3-D 
perspective and rendered 

versions of enemies originally 
seen in earlier games. 
These early screen shots 

show the results: Huge, detailed 

enemies, impressive weapon 
special effects and better-drawn more than one type of weapon, 

background scenery. It also then switch between those weapons 
appears that the two players during the game. 
will get to collect and keep Konami has not yet revealed if 

this game will offer other 
playing perspectives like 2-D 
views or stages with special 
vehicles—like those stages 
in the Super NES version of 
Contra. But based on what's 
been shown so far, Konami 
has high hopes for bringing 
this series to a new level. @ 

THEME 
Act./Shoot. 

# OF PLAYERS 
10" 2 

# OF LEVELS Some of the monsters in this 

= 
= 
һы 

= 
klal 

= 
= 

= 
о 

game appear to be rendered N/A 

versions of foes in earlier games, 

such as the gigantic turtle boss AVAILABILITY 

and shielded machine gunners. 
December 

Eee : DEVELOPER 

Konami 



ON THE MENU 

looks similar to the original. 
The gameplay remains intact: II 

ping Robbit must collect four lette 

way. This version differs from the 
new stage graphics, a new story 
more than 20 new monsters. Also 

A common complaint about the 
was that the game was too short. 
answered by creating a second s 
different quest that gamers play a 
ing the game. That quest features 
stages, a different story line and t 

board, based on how well he or § 

3-D Shoot. 

# OF PLAYERS 
1 

# OF LEVELS 
МА 

AVAILABILITY 
. August 

DEVELOPER 
SCE Japan 

he game that truly showcased the 
PlayStation’s 3-D power now has a 

sequel, which in many ways plays and 

a level and kill any enemies that get in the 

a gauge that helps players time their jumps. 

he hop- 
ts to leave 

first with 
ine and 
added is 

original 
Sony has 
ightly 
fter beat- 
new bonus 

ougher levels. 
Also, players can earn player medals after each 

he finished. 



andemonium will leave you 
breathless—not just because of its 

graphics, but because the game hinges on 
its main characters zipping through huge 
levels at top speed. 

This breakneck pace sets the tone for this 
title from Crystal Dynamics. In one sense, 
it's a 3-D version of the 2-D Mario and 
Sonic games, complete with hidden areas 
and lots of enemy monsters. Like 
Mario, players can use 
certain monsters to their 
advantage at various 
points during the 
game, such as 

hopping on them to 
jump over a pit or 

luring them to a spot where they smash 
through an impenetrable wall. 

Pits and traps are littered through each 
stage to slow down players' progress. The 
levels themselves are rather large, meaning 
that players can defeat the game and still 
miss several areas of the game. 
Programmers placed great emphasis 

on the camera views, which are designed to 
keep the player focused on the action and 

not on changes in perspective. While 
some games must use 3-D graph- 

ics for control, this game strives 

to preserve both. It remains to 
be seen how well Crystal 
Dynamics can succeed in 
that objective. 

PSX 53 

DEMONIUM 
stal Dynamics Reveals Its Next Runaway Hit 

THEME 
Action 

# OF PLAYERS 
1 

# OF LEVELS 
N/A 

AVAILABILITY 
September 

DEVELOPER 
Crystal Dynamics 

ON THE MENU 



VR GOLF 
Will VR Sports Be the Next King of Swing? 

he look that VR Sports has created in this 
golf title will certainly set the standard for 

32-Bit games. The 3-D polygon engine used 
creates an environment so real that players 
can even take walking tours of each hole. 

Make no mistake: The visuals really make 
this game, which offers full control over the 

can move the camera to the pin, and 
watch his or her golfer hit the ball toward it. 
The view screen even offers double and 
triple screens, so players can view a shot in 
up to three different monitors. The best way 

to describe it is to imagine a camera attached 
to a hummingbird, which 
can fly anywhere on the 
golf course. 
The game supports up to 

four-player competition, and 
includes special game modes 
like fourstroke and skins 
games in addition to tourney 
play. The game uses the 
standard power meter and 
arrows seen in most other 
golf games. 
The British announcer adds 

flavor to the game. He does- 
n't pull any punches; if you 
screw up, he'll serve up barbs 
like “Maybe it was the wind 
that affected that shot. Then 

again, maybe it wasn’t.” 

THEME 

Golf 

# OF PLAYERS 
1-4 
# OF LEVELS 
N/A 

AVAILABILITY 
August 

DEVELOPER 
Interplay 

ON THE MENU 
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атсо may have opened the door to 32-Bit PlayStation flight 
sims with Air Combat, but it looks like Sony’s poised to blow 

that door off its hinges with this title. 
The game offers players a series of missions tied to a story line 

about a rambunctious crime organization with plans for military 

domination, plans which you as the pilot must thwart. 
These missions offer more than just air-to-air combat. Aside 

from the standard dogfights, pilots also will get to attack ground 
and sea targets such as ships. 

While the game may remind 
gamers of Air Combat, it seems 
this game will have far richer, 

more detailed graphics, including 
translucent fog and smoke effects 
seen in several of these screen 

shots on the page. 
Players will get to choose from 

a list of real fighter planes that 
includes the F-4 Phantom, F-14 Tomcat, 
F-15 Eagle, F/A-18 Hornet and the new F-22 
Super Star, just to name a few. 

This game will be compatible with the link 
cable and analog joystick. 

იონ 11И 
i ШҮП 

зё 

лат 

ТНЕМЕ 
Flight Sim. 

# OF PLAYERS 

AVAILABILITY 
July 

DEVELOPER 
Asmik 

ON THE MENU 
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FOR SONY ბ... & SEGA SATURN’ 

Ге 

IT’S UN -BOWL- IEVABLE! 
SUPER REFINED POLYGON GRAPHICS + INSTANT REPLAY + LIVE COMMENTARY 

+ 3 DIFFERENT PLAYING PERSPECTIVES + DIFFERENT WEATHER CONDITIONS 
+ UNLIMITED PLAYER TRADES + NEW PLAY BOOK SYSTEM AND NEW PLAYS + 
JERSEY NUMBERS ON ALL PLAYERS + EXTRA CONTROL FOR JUMPS, SPINS AND 
INTERCEPTIONS + SUPER SMOOTH GAME PLAY + UPDATED PLAYERS AND 
STATS + NEW CROWD NOISES + CREATE YOUR OWN DREAM TEAM + 30 REAL 
NFL TEAMS + REAL NFL PLAYERS + NEW TOURNAMENT MODE FOR YOU AND 
YOUR CLOSEST FRIENDS! 

Amemory card may be required for some features 

© Tecmo, Ltd. 1996 TECMO* is a registered trademari о, во 
Sony Со! ux 157 red trademark of the е Digital Software Association 

THIS 501 PLAYSTATION GAME CONSOLES WITH THE NTSC uc DESIGNATION. 
Sega and Sega Saturn are г of SEGA. 61995 SEGA P.O. Box 8097, Redwood City, CA 94063. All rights reserved. 'egist lemarks 

Tecmo, Inc. "18200 во TES Ness Avenue, Torrance, CA 90501 Phone (310) 787-2900 
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oshinden 2 is set to 
battle it out with the 

recent flood of PlayStation 
fighting games. 
All of the original characters 

have returned, and several 

new ones are introduced in 
this game, including Tracy 
and Chaos. Gaia joins the 
ranks of regular characters 
after shedding his awesome 
armor. There is even a 
way to play as the four 
different Bosses. 

Jed, giving you a unique 
attack as you dash at an 
opponent. “Pull” your Side 
Step by pushing forward or 

—ÓÓÓ 

back while side stepping. This Bosses in the end. 

gives your character more 
maneuverability than before. 
The combo system is also 
much tighter than in the first 
game, where just about any 
hit can link into another. 
In addition to the enhanced 

gameplay, Battle 
Arena Toshinden 2 
has new combos for 
every player. The 
introduction of the 
Overdrive moves 
certainly boosts the 
challenge of the 
game. Learn each 
character’s moves to 
counter and eventual- 
ly defeat the final 

* NUMBER OF PLAYERS 
1or2 

JALLENGE 
Moderate 

"DEVELOPER 
Takara 

ыы 
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е SECRET MOVES 

li DESPERATION MOVES 

[9] STRONG STRONG 

D KICK @ SLASH 

WEAK 2 WEAK 

[v] KICK @ SLASH 

ANY 2 АНҮ 

iv] KICK A SLASH 

Moves are shown 
for when characters 
are facing right. ios MOVES LE 
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SILENT NIGHT 
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RAINBOW SPLASH 
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Mondo has learned 
a couple of new 
techniques with his 
spear, including the _ 
new Upper Stretch 
Spear. Using the 
Weak Slash when 
trying an air fireball, 
will fire it off almost 
instantly. 

Sofia is still as 
dangerous as she is 
beautiful. All of her 

_ attacks can now go 
airborne. She’s the 
only character with 
the ability to fire 
projectiles both on 
the ground and in 
the air. 

The sword-wielding 
Duke still remains a 
powerful adversary. 
Using his Ground 
attack taunt will 
Steal away an 
opponent's 
Overdrive. The S. 
Cross can land the 
finishing blow. 

TOTAL 1 IN 

Shishkabob! 
Distance is still Mondo’s most 
prominent trait. Don’t rely too 

heavily on his Slow Stretch 

Spears, but more on his Air 
Fireballs and Normal attacks. 

Mistress of the Air 
Sofia isn’t very mobile on the 
ground, so if you try to stick 
to air attacks-you will fare 
better. Remember, T-Rings 
can go three ways. 

Mad Slasher’ 
Duke isn’t the best for combos, 

His Charge And Strike move is 
a great way to confuse those 

who attack from behind. 

$ E - - but he has a variety of attacks. 

9.5. 90 

HIGH SPEAR 
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AIR FIREBALLS (in air) 

YA» 6 
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FLAMING SPEAR 

»+АҮ<ч»ҮА@ 

AIR FIREBALL BARRAGE 
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SALAMANDER 
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WHIPLASH SPIN 
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DROP CROSS (in air) 
YA» 6 

SWORD FRENZY 
»YA б 
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ANGEL TEARS 
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CIRCLE SLASH/OVERHEAD SLASH 
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BURRITOS! ° У, 

5. BURRITOS! 

OGSG+i> 

This crafty magician 
has a slew of glow- 
ing spheres at his 
disposal. They are 
very effective if you 
can get them off 
quickly. His kicks 

>4 V « #V +>9+98 

DESPERATION MOVE 

» + # V 4 » «86 

Great Balls of Fo 

His Mystic Sphere attacks are 
are great deterrents way too powerful-so they are 
against incoming his best attack. Try doing them 
aerial attacks. while in the sky. 

FIRE STRIKE 

уа» 

ВАТТЕВ ИР 

ravi «б 

POWER THRUST 
» ҮА ლ 

TOP SPINNER 
» ҮА 6 

WALK-A-BOOT 

Tower O’ Power ZET 

Rungo can combo all his BIG BOOT 
attacks normally, with the best = 
Enders being the Walking Boot სა «- УА Ф 
attacks. Also, use his Fi 
attacks to trip oppon 

The immense miner 
is back and he's as 
strong as ever. 
Rungo is equipped 
with some formida- 
ble boot attacks 
which really pack a 
wallop. His huge 
club is still his main 
method of attack. DESPERATION MOVE $ [5 

«-YA»x-AYA«XÓ P 

Speedy Demon უა 
This secret Boss from 
the first game can pull LEG CRUSH 

out some massive 
wicked combos. Mostly FLIP KICKS 
rely on his Normal 
Slashes due to their ESL, 
speed. Also, if at a FLASH KICK (in air) 
distance and the enemy Ү5 «б 
is low on health, do his 

Hara Kiri move. 

Sho is one of the 
more powerful char- 
acters in the game. Av 
He has all of the DOUBLE REKKSUZAN VORTEX 

иаа ши, ოსი ._.... Kayin possess, with : vA > @ PANA уж» <8 
many of his own to 7  HISHOUZAN HARA KIRI 

boot. He’s just as <A VAP>AVA<O40 
quick as before and DESPERATION MOVE 
even more deadly. DEADLY RAISE Я 

> rs Vs <b Vir@ 
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Although Gaia has 

FLAME BREATH 

YA» 6 

ENERGY SLASH 

ун «б 

CHARGE THRUST 

»YA 6 

Ү5< © 

BIG SLASH shed his armor, he 
hasn't lost апу of 

his power. Fireballs 
and awesome Bolt 
attacks are the A RM CE power is unmatched in 
basis of his moves. წ Py о this game. Rely mostly оп S. SLASHES 

His devastating = 3 x Normal Slash combos and Low AY<sAVA>O 
special moves take Li 2. ў Weak Kicks to put your enemy DESPERATION MOVE 
off half your life bar. down for the count. XA UK დ წა 

*» 6 

Trial of Strength BICYCLE KICK 

с eR AY « # V + » რ 

[АШ 

y ата а 

but he has a wicked 

„>„___.. On All Fours 

Chaos isn’t really easy 
to combo with, but if 
you can get a hit in 

with his Crabwalk, you 
can attack right out of 
it with a normal attack, 
leading to an easy two- 
or-more hit combo. 
Don’t overuse this, use 

DIVING SCYTHE 
«+ V 4. > 0 

CRAB WALK 
» ҮА © 

FLAME SHOT 

»АаҮБ <> <> 0 + Ә 

FLAME PILLAR 
rAVA<KVAP>G+O 

FLOOR SHOT 
it as a surprise attack. -AYARAXAYAGOG-49 

CHAOS BREATH FLAME SPINNING UPPER 

rAVA<K<>VAGIO 

variety of attacks. 
Having five secret 
moves alone gives 
Chaos an even < # V დ 

greater range of SONIC RINGS (in air) FLAMING SWIPE 

attacks than Gala FAVE <V + O40 
He lacks the speed 
of other char: CHAOS CYCLONE y DESPERATION MOVE 

> +! V # + 6 <A VI + > ! V # «б 

санае LUN ს пиј 700 === 

> 

Tracy is quick and 
can attack with a 
vast array of kicks. 2 — 

The blades protrud- Bh с ime. SM 

ing from her boots а 2 “ს ее <>>o+0 | 
give her some addi- — | === == Next to Sho, Tracy is the addi АН 
tional reach. Her ; === combo queen. Being the BLOOD CHEEK 

Chopper Strike is fastest character, nearly all her 
probably her best special moves can be used as DESPERATION MOVE baton attack. " Enders for multicombos. X «IU 

LO 92 



This winged Boss 
has a multitude of 
distance attacks 
to choose from. 
Uranus’ ability to 

y АА 

[var<svaro | 

fly gives her an When flying, try not to use the 
advantage in avoid- Kick attacks-they will send 
ing attacks and set- you sprawling off the edge. 
ting your opponent Instead, rely on her Slashes to 
up for the kill. drop Ground Arrow attacks. 

Master may not look 
tough, but just wait 
until she hits you 

with one of her i varvar |)“ huge swords. These АП in the Name... Мы ы : 
attacks are very Nearly all her Normal Punch აღ 
powerful but take and Kick attacks do multihits. 
time to get off. Kick So learn to chain these along © 
and Punch combos with her Sabers/Fireballs 
are her strong point. attack to finish one off quick. 

Vermilion uses a 
shotgun and a pistol 
to take care of busi- 

“ness. The recovery. _ 
time is slow after 
firing a gun, but he By using Dash attacks, you can 
can hit his adver- do a side-step shot that is very 
sary from anywhere. evil. His Energy Dust may seem 
Air shots have a quite useless, but you can link 
faster recovery time. his kicks into this attack. 

ae {ЛЕТА 
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esident Evil is one the 
best adventure games 

ever to hit the PlayStation. 
It's also one of the hardest if 
you choose Chris Redfield to 
venture through the massive 
mansion and its surround- 

ings. This strategy is based 
on Chris’ adventure through 
the game. 

RE is based on game time. 
The game actually changes 
whether you've been taking 
your time finishing the 
puzzles or racing through the 
mansion and finishing the 
game in a short period of 
time. Furthermore, finishing 
early can mean special 
endings and extra tricks. 

Combat Knife 

Colt Python - holds 6 shots 
The damage of one shot is the same 
as a shotgun shell, but it can shoot 
enemies that are even farther away. 

=F 
Bazooka (Jill) - holds 6 shots 

This powerful tool not only shoots 
explosive rounds, but also flame and 
acid rounds. Save those for bosses. 

This is a last means of defense. You 
don’t have to worry about ammo for 
this sharpy, but its damage is weak. 

B Luckily Jill drops this piece for you. It 
takes six to seven shots to cap a 
Zombie. Remember to reload often. 

Chris’ main weapon in the game, the 
spread of buckshots can easily take 
Zombies with one shot. 

The game also changes 
with your decision making. 
There will be some incidents 
where you have to choose to 
accept other S.T.A.R.S. 
members’ assistance. As 
Chris, Rebecca Chambers 
will be the S.T.A.R.S. 
member that will be assisting 
you. It would be wise to say 
“yes” whenever she offers 
her service. 

In comparison to the 
difficulty in Jill’s adventure, 
Chris’ is for advanced 
players. There are more 
monsters and having the 
Bazooka is just a dream. 
In the end, if trouble comes, 

look in here for answers. 

FlameThrower - holds 240 shots 
Quite effective for close combat. You 
only have this weapon temporarily in 
the game, 50 изе it wisely. 
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Rocket Launcher - holds 4 shots 
You won't see this baby until later on 

in the game. You have four shots, 
but one can kill anything in here. 

Weight: 177 lbs 

Blood Type: О 

Being the most popular S.T.A.R.S. mem- 
ber is not always easy. He can only carry 
six items and gets no help from Barry. 

When you have 
your weapon 
cocked and 
loaded, there’s 
more than one 

way to point it. 
All the weapons, 
including the 
knife, can be 

directed either up or 
down—a must-learn skill 
when fighting airborne 
creatures such as crows 

or larger-sized enemies. 
Shooting downward helps 
defeat spiders, as well as 
still-alive zombies lying on 
the floor. 

Weight: 111 lbs 

Blood Type: B L 

As the leggiest member of S.T.A.R. а Jill 
has the easier of the two quests because 
she gets both a bazooka and a lockpick. 

THEME 
3-D Shooter 

° FACT FILE ) NUMBER OF PLAYERS 
pi 

NUMBER OF LEVELS 
N/A 

CHALLENGE 
е 
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· Condition 
: Map/File/Radio 
* Inventory 

This screen shows vital info about your 
game. As you progress, keep an eye 
on your health especially after being 
damaged by a monster. If possible, 
check every item. Map: The red area is 
where you are and green areas are 
where you have been already. 

There are a number of typewrit- 
ers placed strategically through- 
out the game. You have to be 
careful. Save often because you 
only have a limited supply of Ink 
Ribbons that are available. 

First Aid Spray Keys...Keys...Keys 
The spray is the best Unlike Chris, you have 
treatment to heal both to find keys to open 
wounds and poison. certain doors or locks. 

Ink Ribbon 
The only means of 

Communication Radio 
Listen, messages will 

Most of the time 
the crates are 

placed near a 

typewriter. The 
crates can hold 
all of your items. 
If your hands 
are full, you 

may want to 
drop some items so you 
can pick up more items 
on the way. 

be sent to you from 
other members. 

saving a game. Just 
find the typewriter. 

Files, letters, books, etc. 
All letters of some sort 
will be stored in your 
files as a resource. 

Herbs (Green, Red, Blue] 
BTS The green herb heals your wound, the blue neutralizes poison, and 
А the red has to be mixed with the other two to be of use. Mixing the 

red with the green triples healing. Try other combinations. 

Maps Galore: If you don't want to miss any secret door or passage in the area, find the maps that will show you the 
complete blueprints of the floors with all possible doors or rooms on that level. 

Courtyard B1 

Guardhouse B1 

Guardhouse ІР 
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After seeing 
this first one 

Я run back in the 
foyer, report to 
Wesker and 
Jill for further 
instructions. 

You find yourself alone wondering where the 
other two went. Pick up the 

and here. 

ei eo B 
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Со back to the Zombie and сар the 
no brainy; two here. 

Head over to 
the Gallery 
and take the 

off the top of 
the statue by e Move the table aside and 
climbing the Е enter the storage room of 
ladder. 151 Floor Map the Gallery. 

Gallery Storage Room 

Cap the Zombie and 

Proceed upstairs in 
the mansion and 
enter the farthest 

door on your right. 

Blood-stained Hallway 

As you enter the door there’s 

йа by the mirror 
that you want to pick up 
for further use. Check 
out the blood stains on 
the wall. 
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You are now in a sunroom. Walk 
slowly to the body. Pick up the 

before checking 
out the body. Run 

out before the 
Crows swoop 
down on you. 

Run by or take out the Zombies that are 

occupying this dark hallway. 

You'll find z 

some evidence 

of what’s hap- 
pening around 
here in the 

This will be 
stored on file. 

Head out the door 
and go downstairs. 

Hallway/Stairs 

Don't shoot at the 

Zombies because 
you'll be cornered 

here, but shoot the 
one at the bottom of 

the stairs. 
Your first vision of a crate. Store 
your extra baggage here. 

When entering this area 
take out the two Zombies 
walking around brainless- 

ly. Push the statue off the 
ledge. Go downstairs and 
pick up the 

Several Zombies are here. If 

you're short on ammo run by 

them and proceed downstairs 

for more Zombie action. 

ry 3 ЕШ Enter here and you'll 

meet Rebecca. Save 

here and pick up the 

Before you go say (Rebecca) offers her 

assistance. Lots of Zombies down here. Proceed through 

the door and cap the first Zombie you see. 
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Greenhouse 

in the 

machine. Pick up the 
and several herbs here. 

Pass the sec- IL 
ond Zombie 

and enter the 
door at the 

end of the hall. 

Deserted Room 

IJ] Open the door with the 
ү . Collect the 

and the 

that 

are locked in the desk. 

Take out the 

ეხი ка As you enter this 

Place the 
room grab the 

A ү, When you get 

сан сна 
close to the desk 

C watch out behind 
you for a sur- 

Я prise. Nail this 

guy with your 
gun. Take the 

1 and the 
in the closet. 

Move the bookshelf to the side 
and pick up the 

Dining Room 

Go get the 

in the 

Dining Room 
and walk around 
some more. 

Place the 

in the niche to 

make the Clock move. 

{ Move the statues to 
block both of the grills 
on the ground. 

Armor Room 
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Save. Go upstairs and enter this door. Watch 
for the Zombie. Go right. Press the switch and 
move the water tank. Move the bookshelf to the 
side to reveal the hidden Я 

Press the 
button and 

Collect the sitting on the shelf and 
pick up the and 

Empty Rm дена) Light the fireplace with the and 
wait for the to show. 

Before you ს 

| get to this 

| forget to pick 

You've found one of your members 
dead. Check the body for items. 

Light the 
candle and 
move the 
bookshelf to 
gain access 
to this secret 

room. Pick up 
| the shells. 

the table with your 
if you still 

have it. If not, go 
back and get it. 

GO SAVES: 

You may want to save before you 
get to this spot. Trust me on this. 
Open this door with the 

‚ Walk АША in here. 

Giant Snake 

When the 

Snake gets 

close to you run 

back to where it 

came from and 

pick up the 

After being bitten by the Snake and falling 
Now run out of unconscious, Rebecca is there to save your butt. 
the room. 
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ATEGY Фу» е; 
Неаа 
toward 
this dark 
Gallery 
now. 

You lead 
Rebecca 
back to this 

place and 
rescue Chris. 
(Thank you. 
No, thank 

1 you. The 

story 
unfolds.) 

Run all the way 
down the hall 
and enter 
through the door. 

Cap the dogs and 
pick up the herbs. 

Pick up the herb 
and go outside. Outside/Bo 

After being outside for a bit go back Washroom 
here and proceed down the hall. 

Drain the tub and 
grab the 

Living Room 

Enter the Living 
M Room. Go 

toward the 
shotgun on 
the rack. Go down the hall and enter 

this strange room. 

Replace the 

with 
the 

Take out the Zombie with the 
Trust me. one shot to the head. Open this door. 

One Zombie here. 
Take the shells 
and the clip. 

As you enter 

this room, a 

Zombie is 
crawling 
around. Walk 
by and pick 
up the Get rid of the second Zombie 

and here and enter the large Gallery. 
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The best way for 
you not to be 

attacked by the 
Crows is to not 
bother them at all. 
They look pretty 
quiet up there 
anyway. Just 
leave them alone. 

Press the switches from 
youngest to oldest and 
you'll get the 

If you have all of the crests go Corridor 
all the way down the corridor. 

н 

І. 

Garden As you walk out to the Garden kill 
the three Cerberus walking around. 

Insert all of the 
crests here. 

Move the ladder 
against the wall 
to be able to 
reach the 

on the 

shelf. Look in 
the barrel for 

the 

Corridor 

There are passage 

several rab th 
herbs that Я ზ 4 
are lying around in off 
the Garden. the wall. 

Water Gate 

Я After getting the 
map off the wall 
head to this 
section and make 
sure you have the 

with you. 
Use the here to lower the 
water to reveal a bridge. 

Run to this elevator 
and proceed below. ў 
Take out your gun. 

As you proceed across the 

bridge and climb up the ladder 
watch out for the Snakes. 

The Falls 

When you get 
off the elevator 
knock out the 
Cerberus (3) 
and go toward 
the gate ahead 
of you. Don't 
waste your time. 

PSX. 71 

Pick the herbs while avoiding 
the dogs in this long hallway. 



-TRA 
Enter the — бо down the hallway and enter the Save Room. 
Guardhouse Я 
through here. 
As you enter 
there are three 

on 
| the ground. 

|| Collect them. 

As you enter 
the Dorm two 
Zombies will 
attack you. 
Open the 
desk and 
you'll find 
some ammo. 

statue over 
the hole if 

— | * you want 
Collect the items here and look IM... to avoid 
at the billiard table. оде. the vine. 

Take the 

run out as soon as possible. 

Take out the Zombie in the washroom Secret Passage 
and take any item in this section. 

Move the 

bookcase to 
find a ladder 
leading down 
here. Push 
the boxes. 

Make a bridge with the boxes. Run toward 
the Control Room avoiding the sharks. 

Control 
Room 

Bunch of good- 8».?._- ში 
ies here. Collect |o 
them all. 

Drain the bottom level by pushing 
the lever. Open the other door by 
pressing the button on the wall. 

Go out and head 
to this door. Storage Room 



After defeating the giant 
. Go outside and you'll meet 

Wesker (chat chat). Pick the 

Surprises: At this 
point the mansion has 
been taken over by the 
Hunters. Where you've 
seen the Zombies 
before is now housed 
with Hunters. Good 
hunting, friend. 

Take out the Zombie and 
collect the herbs here. 

Library 

a up the 

i Enter the last Dorm. 
gu. Find the hidden door. 

weed take the 

As you enter this 
room run around the 
plant and start firing 

Я your . It 
takes around 10 
shots to finally 
destroy this grass. 

Pick up the items that 
Wesker left behind. 

Go upstairs and get 1 Е There аге 
the by И © useful items 
turning off the lights © оп the floor. 
in this room. & This is a 

1 > good time to 
& save your 
е 
ù game before 
ш you exit. 

Place the in to get the 

. Save, head upstairs and kill the 
Giant Snake to access the secret passage. 

Four Zombies are 
here; they shouldn't 
be a problem. 

Take the elevator and head 
upstairs. Take out your 

Two zombies...cap them. Pick 

are in the desk. Turn on the 

light. Move the 
statue under- 
neath the light 
to reveal a 
secret reading 

room. Grab 
the 

Secret Room 



| Go down the elevator and head upstairs. Watch out for the Zombie and 
two Hunters. Save (option). Go to the falls and attach the . Go 
up and raise the water. Climb down the ladder where the falls were. 

Open the door on your right 
(Chris) and grab the 

off the wall. poo Teo Au | 
After find- 
ing Enrico 
has Bes Generator 

Й shot, the Е გ Pick up the shells 
(Я hallways and i 

4 will be ; 
filled with 

Pick up the crank that's 
been dropped and check it 
in your inventory. Head 
back to the entrance and 
place the 
back on the wall. 

Г 

ы 
© 

3| spider until it 
Н spits, then 

Save. Use the @ shoot at it. 
to revolve the wall. Enter Э Take the Я Й After defeat, 

the door at the end. Ф to the door to avoid the boulder. ў pick up the 
knife and hack 

On the way at the web- 
to the Save covered door. 
Point watch 3 3 

out for 
snakes 

- dropping 
Place the on the rack to open the door. from the 
Another boulder sequence. Take the map and ceiling. 

Place the Bwnenlatialsnothéhe 
9 fountain to reveal a passage. 

S а 

Umbretta Computer 05 ROPLS™ [Кт 
Copyright® სთხოვ Cor. E 
Login: JOHN თ 

Input the passwords that 

are in > 

the bookcase. 

Go back to the 
painting and 

examine the 

LETTERS: 

Storage Room Shoot the three Zombies and 
save at the room nearby. 

You'll en- 

counter 
several Lab 

Monsters as 

you enter this 
room. Take 

your time tak- 

ing them out. 



Surgery Room m Gather all of 
i IE the items 

ИШЕ that are on 
the ground -CR forget to 

: save before 
Save Point you go. 

Don't step on the button or poi- 
sonous gas will emit. First, move 
the crates over the drains and 

Я then the ladder over the button. 
This has to be in order. Climb 
the ladder and enter the vent. 

The Morgue 

You have to find 

і this Power 
Generator to 
power up the 
electronically 
controlled doors 

დ 
Ф 
б 

5 
5 
ё іп {һе Іар агеа. 

EN - 
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The Traitor 

You get stopped by 
Wesker at the end of this 
hall. You two exchange 
fighting words and dis- 
cuss the nature of this 
maniac mansion. 

Wesker 
forces you 
to enter the 

high security 
lab and see 
the secret 

weapon, 
Tyrant. 

Where is Jill? 

After defeating the 
Tyrant in the lab, 

grab the 
from Wesker 2 

“Shishkabob” and find the jail where Jill is waiting. Head to the 
Heliport and use the . Is this the End? Wait and see... 



HARDBALL 
in a league by itself. 

Electronic Entertainment 

Computer 

onic Entertainment 

Ei tine baseball simulation that is sure 
prease even th scriminating ра, 

simulation of baseball! With 
late” camera view. You're: 

ction, with the largest strike 
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Create your own 

players from scratch, 

or modify any player's 

5 Speed: –.. ratings, or even their 

22 аў physical attributes! 
ნთ а თ თ ით а аз а RU ш шшара аа (0 The resulting player 
[ICE CICER 1B 1 6 4020 т ES] will be true-to-life, 

E on-field and off. 
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) Quick Hook 
i Steal Lots 

Nome: Push Runners 
Manager: кайман Mit Away 

Offense 
Hith Маду and Martinez on 
the mound and Lofton, Belle. Sever temer 
and Baerga at the plate, this Veterans 
team could win their first ў 

pennant їп M0 years, 
P Blacks Bud 

потене: Cleveland EN 
a a at R „Гїлї Ja 

California 
~ Cleveland 

CF 3 Lofton, Kenny 
მაისი, Omar 
Baerga. Carios 3 
[o 

Fabergas, Jorge 2 
SS Пбагіпьбагу 260 ў 

LISSE DUE MENÉ 

PlayStation" 

It's all here: pick-off PC CD-ROM 
plays, hit-and-run, 

Watch your best 

reliever warming up 

in the bullpen, and 

analyze your starter's 

fatigue, pitch count, 
and performance. 

When he's ready to 

go, you're ready to go! 

Experience the best 

of baseball history 
with the bonus 
“Legends” League— 

12 great legendary 

_teams from history, 

come to life in 12 
beautifully rendered 

old-time stadiums. 

For maximum variety 

in gameplay, change 

any manager’s 

tendencies on any 

team and see the 

results play out 

on the field and 

in the stats. 

This “fifth generation” 

fielding simulation 

has additional play 

animations, baseball 

plays, and graphics 

realism, resulting 

in true-life baseball 
gameplay. 

Suicide squeeze, ; E See for yourself! 
towering pop-ups, > М \ For demo; 

уч SN ს http://www.MindSpan.com/ 
imate simulation JE УА MindSpan/hb5.html 

of baseball, for а 

уегуопе who 

by MindSpan. Accolade is an official licensee of the Major League Baseball Players Association. LOGO ФМІВРА MSA. PlayStation, the 
Elektra Atlantic Corp.), a Warner Music Group Company. All rights reserved. Screens shown are from PC version. 
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ТИЕ ‘MAKERS OF 

RESIDENT, EVIL SPILL THEIR GUTS! 
t takes a sick, deranged mind to р Р.5.Х.: The plot of Resident Evil 
write a nail-biting horror story— changes depending on the character 
or a talented video game you choose at the start of the game. 
designer. Fortunately for Just how different are story lines 

Capcom, it stuck to the latter. between the two main characters? 
Capcom's Shinji Mikami is the 

man directly responsible for Capcom: Depending on the charac- 
designing Resident Evil"lt was first: ter chosen, the story differs.quite a 
released in Japan under the name — bil, but the overall synopsis remains 
BioHazard. ‘Its groundbreaking the same. For instance, II V0ს play 

raphics and eerie plot virtually as ‘Chris, Rebecca*is your compan- 
uaranteed the game's release ion; if you.play.aSJjllBarry ‘acts as 

here. P.S.X. talked to Mikami to your’backup. There are also other,* 
get a glimpse into the making of =~ smaller differences as well (Jill.gets 
ЖЫШ Еу... “ N the bazooka, Chris can't work with 

chemicals, etc.). 
RSX: Obviously, theme 
draws | much of its appeal and its 
look from | horror movies. Were , 
{һеге any Specific books or ^ 
movies that inspired the designs’ 
of monsters and backgrounds? : 

1 
Capcom: The greatest influencé 
on Resident Evil was Ше italian; 
movie Zombie. We гей red to 

P.S.X.: Every scene in t 
operates from а diffe 
viewpoint. In that set 
parallels to how ho 
tors shoot movies, as son 
era angles create a greater sense 

of suspense than others. How did © 
the programmers decide which camera. 
angle to use in each rn | 

Nand 89 
c “У 

AMA The staff took two years 
1 аһа two months іо complete i 

ioHazard; then spent another і 
опій to turn it into Resident, Evil. 
35 траш гез Spent с оп Ee 

Capcom: All the*Cámera Views were 
має еа on by'the fesearch and 
development staff. 1 hey fiad:to be 
cautious мћеф using I6V-მი9I6 
camera views} becausé if the 

enemies appear іп front Bf the 
camera, you сап Idse eight of lly used § 
your character. 806805 юг this, $ to mode} опе of the 
most ofthe сатеѓав еге moved zombies in Resident Evil. Is this true? 
to a higher position. The staff ай სვით ლ 3 
also tried to avoid changing the „”  Cმ060რ: In:one ofthe first cinema 
сатегайігесіопэ by 180 degreés sequences at the/beginning of the 
ресабЅе the player controls Would дате, the player comes upon.a.zom- 
suddenly reverse, making it harder bie eating a human. As the zombie 

to control your character. turns toward you, the camera focus- 
es on its eye. That eye was scanned 
from a photo of an actual dead body. 

P.S.X. 78 



Р.5.Х.: The programming team for 
BioHazard/Resident Evil: What have 
been their previous projects with 
Capcom? 

Р.5.Х.: In terms of Sony's graphics 
engine and memory limits, to what 
percent does Resident Evil utilize the 
PlayStation’s full potential? 

P.S.X:: What would be the one vital 
piece of advice you would offer up to 
gamers about playing Resident Evil? 

ў LE 

Р.5.Х.: Аз far as programming Resident 
Evil, what was the most difficult 
program code to hammer out? 

Р.5.Х.: Were there.any-scenes or 
puzzles that you wanted to include 
in Resident Evil but couldn't? 

the camera Focuses өп it 
eye was scatined Erom a dead 

Р.5.Х.: Some gamers have complained 
that Resident Evil has been toned 
down, in comparison to BioHazard, with 
respect to the violence and gore. Why 
make the changes in the first place? 

Р.5.Х.: The sound effects and music 
complement the graphics well. Where 
did you record the sound effects such 
as the eerie-sounding zombies? 

Р.5.Х.: Can we expect Resident Evil 2? 

Р.5.Х.: What was Japanese gamers’ 
biggest problem with the original 
version (BioHazard), and how did 
Resident Evil fix that problem? 

Р.5.Х.: It seems some of the 
puzzles and item locations 
have changed from BioHazard 
to Resident Evil. Why did 
Capcom decide to make the 
U.S. version more difficult? 
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At the beginning of your game, you will be asked to enter your identifi- 
cation. Put in the name: NEMROSIM then press the Enter key on the 
screen’s keyboard. Once you do this, a screen with arcade and puzzle 
skill levels will appear. Both skill levels will be at 1 (Normally, only one | 
skill level can be moved to 1). Now begin your game then press START 
to pause. A menu will appear. Choose Load from this menu. You will now have 
access to all of the passwords of the game! 

When choosing your Race Type, access the Tournament Mode, 
highlight the Password option and enter in: 

TSYBNS 
This will give you the hidden track, Lost Vegas. Now, go back and choose any 
race type. With your track of choice highlighted, press and hold L1 and R1. The 

track will turn into a Rally Track (except for Rusty Springs). Now when 
you highlight your car, press and hold L1 and R1. The car will turn into 
the Warrior—the fastest vehicle you can get! 

distracting gauges. Right when you begin a race and the traffic signal 
is counting down, press and hold either DOWN-LEFT or DOWN- 

RIGHT until all of the gauges disappear. If you want them back, all you have to 
do is press DOWN-LEFT or DOWN-RIGHT again until they reappear. 



Sound: 5წM and music 

Sound effects volume BENEH 
Music volume MIENT 

Difficulty: Raging Terror ВЯ 
Controller options 
Enter password 

Memory Card management | 
Es Camera sway Of | 
| Display credits | 

Exit [ 

At the Title Screen, access Options and press START. Move down to І 
the Enter Password Option and choose it. Оп the Password Entry | 
Screen, put in the letters, GOLVL and the number of the level you want | 
to access. The levels go up to 34, and 35 is the ending cinema. Don’t 2 
access 35 if you do not want to see the ending of the game. After entering | | 
the password, move down and choose Accept. The screen will say, | А | 
“Cheats Activated.” І . S | 

| 

| 

Nana aft (1 еч 
Lons ОГ «леа 

| Debug Info Toggle: LEFT, Square button four times, UP, Triangle 
| three times, RIGHT, Circle, DOWN, X, L2, R2. 
| Overhead Camera: LEFT, Square button four times, UP, Triangle 
three times, RIGHT, Circle, DOWN, X, UP, DOWN, LEFT, RIGHT. 
Long Camera Views: LEFT, Square button four times, UP, Triangle 

three times, RIGHT, Circle, DOWN, X, X, X, X, Circle, X, X, X. 
Mission Complete: LEFT, Square button four times, UP, Triangle three times, 
RIGHT, Circle, DOWN, X, Triangle, Triangle, Triangle, DOWN, DOWN, DOWN. 
Enable Ground Crash: LEFT, Square button four times, UP, Triangle three times, 
RIGHT, Circle, DOWN, X, Square, X, X, Square. 
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Note: The following cheats will only work by pressing Start while in 
the game, then holding L1 and L2 for 10 seconds. After this, enter the 
following for various results. 
For Smart Bombs: Press R1, R2, X, Triangle, Square, Circle, R1, R2, 
Circle, Circle, Square. 

For Level Skip: Press X, R1, Triangle, R1, Square, Circle, R2, R2, X, Square, Triangle, X. 
For Lives: Left, Down, Right, Triangle, Square, X, Circle. 
For Level Select: Up, Right, Down, Left, Triangle, Circle, X, Square, X, Triangle, 
Square, Circle. Then, quit out of the game and go to Main Menu for Level Select. | 



Tired of getting knocked around by your opponent? Well, try some of 
these cheats to see who gets smacked around now. To enter the 
codes, choose your favorite guy and begin a match. Then, while 
playing, hit Start to pause. The cheats are as follows: 
For Invincibility press: X, Triangle, R2, UP. 
For More Powerful Hits press: X, Triangle, L2, DOWN. 
For Twice Less Powerful Hits press: X, Triangle, L2, RIGHT. 
To Stop Timer press: X, Triangle, R2, LEFT. 
To Reset Cheats press: Square, Circle, Triangle, X. 

Here are level passwords and more for this game: 

Level 2: AFLEAPIT 
Level 3: TEASPOON 
Level 4: SEDATION 
Level 5: VERYNICE 

Invulnerability: PILCHARD 

Level Select: KRISTIAN 

This game can get extremely difficult at times, so you might want to | 
implement this cheat for unlimited continues to help you along. After | 
you die, and the countdown has started, and you have no credits left | 
(continue 0), hold the Triangle and SELECT buttons and press START | 
for five continues each time you do this! | 



JUST BECAUSE YOU HAVE TO GO TO YOUR ROOM 
DOESN’T MEAN YOU HAVE TO STAY THERE. 

INTRODUCING THE SONY™ GAMES. JUST PLUG THE VIRTUAL i-glasses! 

PERFECT REASON TO GET INTO YOUR PLAYSTATION" AND LOSE YOUR HEAD IN 

THE PARENTAL UNITS TO A VIDEO GAMING EXPERIENCE LIKE NEVER BEFORE 

BANISH YOU FROM THE POSSIBLE. COMPLETE WITH VIVID FULL-COLOR 

LIVING ROOM. VIRTUAL IMAGERY ON A VIRTUAL BIG SCREEN AND FULL 

i-glasses! VIV" TURN ANY BLOWN STEREO SOUND. TOTAL PRIVACY. TOTAL 

ROOM IN INTENSITY. TOTAL GAMING. 

YOUR HOUSE INTO A VIRTUAL VIRTUAL 

i-Glasses! 
YOU HAVEN’T SEEN THIS BEFORE 

„А... З Seo 

GO TO YOUR NEAREST ЧІ 7 OR CONTACT VIRTUAL i.O AT 1-800-646-3759 OR http://www.vio.com. EUNIVERSE E. р 

SO, WHAT АВЕ YA WAITING 

PLAYDEN FOR YOUR FAVORITE FOR? GO TO YOUR ROOM! 

1996 Virtual i-O. All Rights R 



“ჩ0”0ძ “A super 

voyage into ui e should not 

the bizarre. ^ m be missed.” 
More colorful p" 

and enjoyable 
“One of the 

fastest-paced 
than Doom.” 

--VIDEOGAMES 

“P0’ed ` 

is indeed ап о A \ 2 : S k З! ic iew. Features 

interesting NN А. А - 25 diverse levels 

first-person ў 2/77/0099 წელ. С), ' with unseen 
\ 

shooter. vertical height 

Weapons mapping 

range from techniques.” 

humorous to зы 

creative.” 
--FUSION ^f you love 

Doom style games, 

then you're in for 

а real treat.” 
--GAME PLAYERS 

MATURE 
Call 1-800-245-7744 

to order, or for more information © 
PlayStation 
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Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines 
they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any « 
please visit us af www.retromags 

“– 

available from the publishers themselves. _ 

К you come across anyone selling releases from 
this site, please do not support them and do let us know. 

Thank you! 


